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ABOUT THONAUER

Thonauer is a specialised, full-service supplier of high-quality production equipment for the automotive, 
electrical and electronics industries in particular. Our focal point is the production of electric cables. 
Thonauer has stood for know-how, speed and reliability for more than 30 years. Thonauer has a long 
tradition of providing service to our customers - from installation of new equipment to employee training.

Thonauer also covers the Eastern European market from its headquarters in Vienna and maintains branch 
offices and service centres in Brno, Budapest, Bratislava and Bucharest. More than 40 employees in 
these locations provide support to international manufacturers when setting up or optimising their 
production processes. Coverage for the Slovenian market is provided from Austria.

Engineering, quality and service ... from just one source
Thonauer was founded in 1988 as a machinery sales company and has expanded over the years to become a 
full-service supplier. We offer custom solutions tailored to the individual specifications of our customers. 
These solutions are realised through a combination of state-of-the-art machinery from our partner companies 
and our in-depth know-how. In addition, our extensive service and customer care network ensures that our 
customers' production processes continue to run smoothly.

A Komax company
Thonauer is the ideal addition to Komax‘s global service and sales network thanks to its strong presence in 
Central and Eastern Europe. Thonauer provides Komax with a stepping stone to the East from its location in 
Vienna. The Thonauer Group has been a subsidiary of Komax Holding AG since 2016.

Certified quality
Thonauer GmbH is certified under ISO 9001 in order to maintain the high quality standards of our partner 
companies.
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Product Areas

Cable Processing Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing EMI Shielding, Display Window 
Solutions and Temperature 

Indicators
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Cable Processing
Thonauer is a provider of complete solutions in the field of industrial cable processing. Thonauer can 
supply everything from a single source, from individual pieces of equipment to complete production 
lines. Automate your time-consuming process steps, such as cutting to length, stripping, crimping and 
twisting of cables using our fully automatic and semi-automatic cable processing machines! Thonauer 
offers a comprehensive range of products from the world's leading manufacturers of cable processing 
systems, together with tools for every step. You can find product videos and other information about our 
range on YouTube. We would be pleased to advise you personally regarding any questions you may have 
and help you to find the perfect solution. Feel free to contact us! 
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High Voltage

Lambda 240 SC

High voltage – stripping and crimping machine

 
The Lambda 240 SC combines three different cable processing steps: stripping, crimping and block loading 
of 2-pin HV connectors, Class 1 and 2. Simple operation by touch panel and a fast product change thanks to 
recipe management are other hallmarks of the product.

Technical data

Lambda 240 SP

High voltage – semi-automatic shield processing machine

 
The Lambda 240 SP is a compact, semi-automatic solution for processing the shielding braid and inner 
conductors of HV cables in the field of electric mobility. Serial processing of two individual lines in parallel is 
possible. The touch panel ensures the simple storage and downloading of process parameters as well as a 
fast product change. 

Technical data
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Line cross-section Two-core 2 × 2.5 mm² to 2 × 6 mm²

Cycle time < 15 sec.

Retooling time < 5 min

Special features Servo control, crimp force monitoring, path controlled 
assembly process, short circuit test, central extraction 
unit

Line cross-section One-core 2,5–70 mm²,Two-core 2 × 2.5 mm² to 5 × 6 
mm² 

Processing lengths up to 100 mm

Cycle time < 15 sec.

Retooling time < 3 min

Special features Integrated extraction system, protection of the inner 
conductor, freely configurable, rotating cutting unit
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Lambda 240 ST

High voltage – shield fixation machine

 
The compact, semi-automatic machine fixates and secures the shielding braid of high-voltage lines using 
tape. This solution was designed especially for applications in the electric mobility sector. The taping process 
meets the requirements of the Hirschmann PowerStar 40-2 connector system. This process is part of an 
overall solution, because the preparation is done on a Lambda 240 SP (see previous machine).

Technical data
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Diameter range 9.3–12.8 mm

Tape 5 mm Coroplast 838X

Number of windings > 1.5

Cycle time < 10 sec.

Retooling time < 5 min

Special features Servo control, touch screen
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Solutions for cable marking

Ax150i / Ax350i / A520i

Inkjet printer

 
The Ax family can be operated stand-alone or in-line. The simple installation and operation together with the 
easy ink tank change minimize your operating costs. The Ax family is designed to be integrated into a 
production line and prints on the products in defined positions.

Technical Data

M611
The M611 is very popular with customers who want to print labels quickly with smartphones and who are 
fond of technology. Easy operation for spontaneous printouts. The portable BradyPrinter M611 can be 
operated via a smartphone and is suitable in combination with the Brady Workstation app “Express Labels” 
for the identification of cables, components and laboratory samples as well as for complex identification in 
the electrical field. Using a smartphone, you can easily create 1D and 2D codes and barcodes, serialize data 
and benefit from a comprehensive image library.

Technical data

BMP™61
The BMP61 is also available with WLAN function and as a bundle with the WS, etc. It is a state-of-the-art 
printer and very popular in switch cabinet construction and outdoor applications. The BMP™61 label printer 
offers several user interfaces, a touch screen, different connectivity options and various options for 
managing and storing data. The printer prints extremely quickly pre-cut and continuous labels as well as 
labels in bulk with a width of up to 50.8 mm. Customized labels can also be printed. The BMP™61 comes 
with the Brady Workstation Suite for product and cable identification, so you can start designing professional 
labels immediately.

Technical data
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Ax150i Ax350i A520i

Fot height 1–12 mm

Inks lightly pigmented lightly and heavily 
pigmented

lightly and heavily 
pigmented

max. printing speed 7.1 m/s 9 m/s

Feature Basis The all-rounder Minimum consumption of 
inks and make-up

Operation Peripheral

Maximum label width 48,76 mm

Minimum label width 6,40 mm

Connection options Bluetooth, USB, WiFi

Flash memory 256 MB Flash memory; 512 MB RAM - up to 150,000 
labels

Keyboard QWERTY

Operation Stand-alone oder mit PC Anschluss

Maximum label width 50,80 mm

Minimum label width 6,40 mm

Connection options USB

Flash memory 512 MB – up to 250,000 labels

Color touch screen QWERTY
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M1630 Jet

Inkjet printer

 
Working together with Domino, the latest generation of Komax inkjets impresses with its compact 
construction and its very user- and maintenance-friendly design. Equipped with RFID readers, the modules 
used are continuously checked and the operator informed in good time of any events. This technology, can, 
for example, prevent filling with the wrong ink.

Technical data

MRO 200

Laser marking device

 
When compared to other marking methods, its greatest advantage lies in the elimination of consumables 
(e.g. ink) and the fact that the system requires no maintenance. The MRO 200 is particularly suited to small 
and medium-sized quantities. 

Technical data

Laserbox

In-line Wire and Cable Laser Marking Solution

 
Laser marking is one of the fastest marking processes available in the market, without usage of additives e.g. 
ink or any other undesirable substance. The laser beam does not wear, it produces a highly accurate, 
repeatable marking time after time. Laser marking is therefore the most economical solution when wires or 
cables must be identified.

Technical Data
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M1630 Jet BC(Black color) M1630 Jet P (Pigmented) M1630 Jet S(Small 
character)

Min. / max. character 
height

0,9–4,6mm 0,9–4,6mm 0,8–4,4mm

Inks Dye-based ink and lightly 
pigmented ink

Heavily pigmented inks Small type, dye-based ink, 
currently only in black

Max. speed Fast print 7.4/12 m/s
Standard print 7.9/11.2 
m/s 

Fast print 7.4/12 m/s
Standard print 7.9/11.2 
m/s

Fast print 7.8/12 m/s
Standard print 11/11.2 m/s

Outside diameter 0.75–6.3 mm

Conductor length 0.15–999 m

Laser 355 nm UV-Laser Class 1

Cable outer diameter 2 - 35 mm

Font types Laser Font, True Type Font, Crystal Font, Open Type Font, Laser Font 
extended, Crystal Font extended, Free Type Font

Barcodes EAN128C, EXT-2 (=EAN-2), EXT-5 (=EAN-5)

2D codes data matrix, QR-codes (square and rectangular)
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ULYS Modena

Laser printing system

 
UV-laser printing system for high volumes. Cable marking of thin or asymmetric conductors without damage 
to the insulation. Ideal for aerospace and military applications, because the lettering no longer wears off.

Technical data

ULTIMA / UVM03

Laser printing system

 
UV laser printing device for inline applications. Ideal for integrating into a production line. Komax offers 
ready-made solutions for integrated use with Kappa or Zeta (UVM03). 

Technical data

RapidShare
RapidShare enables the automated processing of wires and cables at machine output. It is a modular and 
flexible solution where workstations-output sorting, labelling, grouping, storage etc. - adapt according to 
your needs. Linked to a Ulys Modena machine equipped with an automatic cable loading system, the 
RapidShare system offers advanced cable grouping and sorting functions to accelerate production of electric 
harnesses. The complete equipment includes the multispool cabinet, Automatic Feeding System, the Ulys 
Modena machine and the RapidShare system.

EasyContrast
An ideal tool for checking your cable markings, EasyContrast ensures an accurate and repeatable contrast 
measurement in compliance with EN 3475 – 705 and SAE AS 4373 standards. EasyContrast has been 
designed to meet the latest requirements of the aviation industry as part of Airbus’ AIPS and Boeing’s 
BAC5152 process. EasyContrast is very easy to use and allows you to define all types of clear cables in 
record time and to edit both complete and meticulously presented measurement reports.
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Laser 355 nm solid-state laser, Class 1

Cable diameter 0.75–6.3 mm

Special features Auto calibration of the laser, powered pot coiler, knot 
and splice detection

Options Multi-roller cable feeder system, automatic cable 
changer, robot for automated cable removal 
(RapidShare)

ULTIMA IL3 ULTIMA IL10

Laser 355 nm diode solid-state laser, Class 1 

Max. optical power 3 watts 10 watts

Cable diameter 0.8–5 mm

Characters Almost unlimited, including bar code and logos
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Wraptor™ Printer A6500
Print jobs for the Wraptor printer applicator are created on a PC with Brady's easy-to-use, Brady 
Workstation™ labelling software. Brady Workstation™ software eliminates the material handling cost of 
manual identification, and also optimises wire identification with variable, serialized and graphical 
information as well as multi-legend marking and barcode. 

Technical Data

BMP™41 / BMP™71

Mobile label printer / Bench top label printer

 
The BMP™41 Label printer is a rugged, portable solution that gives you the versatility to create die-cut or 
continuous labels up to 25 mm wide, anywhere, anytime! 
The mobile Label printer BMP™71 is Brady's newest high performance printer for wire and cable marking. 
The versatile printer BMP™71 is especially suitable in the telecommunication and electronic industry. 

Technical Data

Printer Ink
Wiedenbach offers one of the widest portfolios of inks, covering all types: dye based, lightly pigmented and 
highly pigmented. Our inks are known for their bright colours, fast drying time and excellent adhesion on a 
range of different substrates.

12 > More information can be found at www.thonauer.com

Processing diameter dia. 1.52–15.24mm

Printing head 300 dpi, thermal transfer

BMP™41 BMP™71

Type Bench top label printer Mobile label printer

Max. label width up to 25 mm up to 51 mm
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Test systems for cable harness production

MicroForce 70

Crimp force monitoring

 
Missing strands and insulation inside the crimp are frequent reasons for defective contacting in modern wire 
harnesses. Every single crimp therefore has to be monitored to ensure proper functioning. MicroForce 70 
enables gapless crimp force monitoring to be carried out easily and efficiently and meets the highest 
standards of quality and performance.

Technical data

Q1250

Integrated optical stripping, sleeve and crimp monitoring for Komax fully automatic 
machines

 
The Q1250 is integrated into the latest generation of Komax crimp machines, checking the quality of the 
stripping, the correct processing of the sleeve and the crimp quality during processing. This means that 
there is no need for a visual inspection by the machine operator at the end of a batch. The digital eye also 
helps when setting up the machine, shortening the changeover times.

Technical data

MicroForce 80

Crimp force monitoring

 
The MicroForce 80 is currently the best crimp force monitoring system on the market. It detects missing 
strands or insulation that has been caught in the crimp, and can be retrofitted to all crimp presses. Its many 
features mean it offers incredible efficiency, high productivity and flexibility. For example, it has product 
libraries to reduce retooling times, measurement data are saved on an external USB drive, and there are 
sensitivity settings and the facility for sequence processing. The color touch display provides an image of 
crimp curves in order to better assess the crimp quality. 

Technical data
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Cross section range 0.35–6 mm² (AWG 22–AWG 10)

Dimensions L × W × H 146 × 46 × 106 mm

Cable cross-section 0,13–6 mm²

Test area 27 x 20 mm

Machine types Alpha 530, Alpha 550 with Komax HMI

Cross sectional area range 0.35–6 mm² (AWG 22–AWG 10)

Display 5.0 inch color display with touch functionality

Special features Sensitivity setting, product memory, data interface, 
sequence processing, headroom adjustment, 
predefined access rights
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MicroLab 10 

Mobile micrograph laboratory

 
The MicroLab 10 enables micrographs to be taken quickly and easily regardless of the location. It covers all 
relevant processing steps – from cutting and polishing to etching and visualization. The compact carry-case 
design enables the quality of crimp and splice connections to be assessed with minimum effort and 
maximum effectiveness. 

Technical data

MicroLab 30

Micrograph laboratory

 
The MicroLab 30 micrograph laboratory offers a fast and flexible way to produce a micrograph. The wide 
cross section range lets you monitor most of your production. The fully automated process run results in a 
perfect micrograph without external influence. 

Technical Data

MicroLab 35

Micrograph laboratory 

 
MicroLab 35 is designed for the fast creation of grinding patterns of contacts up to a diameter of 3 mm. The 
fully automated transport system and the tried-and-tested technology facilitate short processing times. The 
parallel processes allow the continuous creation of one grinding pattern per minute. Laser-supported, the 
sample is clamped quickly, hence defining the grinding surface precisely. Without repositioning, MicroLab 
35 grinds the sample on its own. As soon as it has reached the analysis unit, it is electrolytically cleaned, the 
grinding pattern is recorded and analysed. 

Technical data
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Processing range Ø 0.30–2.50 mm

Cross section range up to 5.00 mm²

Wire range diameter dia. 0.50–10.00 mm

Cross section range 0.08–80.00 mm²

Wire range diameter dia. 0.30–3.00 mm

Cross section range 0.08–6.00 mm²
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MicroLab 55

Micrograph laboratory

 
The MicroLab 55 grinding pattern laboratory facilitates the generation of grinding patterns of all types of 
crimp available on the market, both transverse and longitudinal grinding. This also applies to products such 
as printed circuit boards or housings outside the automotive area. The optimum arrangement of the 
individual modules makes very short processing times possible. A reproducible sample preparation is 100 % 
guaranteed, since no repositioning of the sample between the individual machining steps is necessary. 

Technical data

Micropull 10

Stripping force tester

 
The new Micropull 10 tension and compression testeris equipped with an intuitive user interface and, thanks 
to its various modes, makes it possible to carry out the correct verification at all times. Verifications 
involving both individual and a series of measurements are possible, with or without standard specifications. 
For standard specifications, the usual standards can be selected or the customer’s own standards can also 
be stored.

Technical data

SmartVision

Micrograph analyser

 
The program analyses the micrographs of the widest variety of crimp connections established on the market. 
It can photograph, measure, evaluate and document the entire terminal in addition to transverse and 
longitudinal sections. It guides users reliably through the standard and the respective measured variables.

Technical data
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Wire range diameter dia. 0.50–23.00 mm

Cross section range 0.08–400.00 mm²

Measuring range 20 – 1000 N

Drive Motor

Stripping speed 25/50/100 mm/min

Features Touch display, can be networked, report generation, 
user level with password protection

Analyzable types of crimps B-Crimp, IDC, longitudinal grinding, Aluminium, 
Copper

Deposited industry standards USCAR 21, PSA 9634115099, TYCO 114-18022-10, 
Renault 36-05-019, VW-Norm 60330
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CT 50 

Universal tester models

 
Electronic test station for tension and compression tests with digital indication. Versatile test station e.g. for 
tensile testing of crimped, pressed, glued and soldered parts such as crimped terminals and connections in 
cable harnesses as well as for cable insulation pull-off testing, insertion and extraction tests of connectors, 
shearing tests and cable tie testing. 

Technical data

CGT / CGT-Touch

Manual test device

Electronic force test devices for checking the clamping force in cable tie guns. Suitable for both manual and 
pneumatic cable tie pliers. The device has a rugged and low-maintenance mechanism and can be used with a 
large number of cable tie guns thanks to a variety quick-change tools. Optionally available as “CGT” with dot 
matrix touch display or as “ 

Technical data

FT / FT-Touch

Manual test device

Electronic force test device with hand lever operation and digital display for the measurement of tensile 
forces, e.g. on pre-assembled lines with crimped, soldered, welded, glued and similar connections on flat 
plugs, cable lugs, wire end sleeves, etc. Thanks to the simple and precise handling by means of the hand 
lever and parallel load carriage, the device is ideal for use in production plants as well as in test laboratories 
and similar test facilities. Optionally available as “FT” with dot matrix touch display or as “ 

Technical data
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Indication range 500 N

Drive Manual

Test speed 80 mm/flexible

CGT CGT-Touch

Measuring system Only tensile force range

Max. force range 500 N 1,000 N

Operation With a clamped cable tie gun

Measured value storage - 4,000 measured values

Interface RS232

FT FT-Touch

Measuring system Mainly tensile force; compressive force possible as well

Max. force range 1,000 N

Operation Lever

Measured value storage 10,000 measured values 4,000 measured values

Interface RS232
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KMG

Manual force measuring device

 
Force display with compatible force transducers to check tensile and compressive forces in mobile and 
stationary applications. Up to 8 force transducers with maximum power ranges between 50 N and 10,000 N 
can be registered at the same time. The detection of the respective connected force transducer takes place 
automatically. Due to its compact design, the device is also suitable for the calibration at production 
locations directly on site. Furthermore, the force measurement device is characterized by its high 
measurement resolution and simple operation via color touch screen.

ETM - Serie 

Motorized Tester Models

 
Re-designed model series for tensile and compressive force measurements with a high level of measurement 
accuracy and a simple control concept and durable construction. High internal measurement frequency and 
resolution to ensure the highest degree of accuracy. 

Technical data

FTM / ATM

Motorized test equipment

 
Digital testing system with motorized drive for the testing of tensile and compressive forces. Suitable for use 
in quality assurance at production sites as well as in laboratory environments. The tool holders allow for 
quick and easy retooling and thus for the testing of a great number of different materials. Easy to operate via 
membrane keyboard and dot matrix touch display; the ATM model is additionally equipped with different test 
programs and variable speed adjustment.

Technical data
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ETM-F ETM-A ETM-M

Max. indication range 10 kN 10 kN 10 kN

Drive system Motor Motor Motor

Testing speeds (at max. 
3000 N)

50/75/100/800 mm/min Settable 5–800 mm/min Settable 5–800 mm/min

Additional functions 
(Excerpt)

-- Break-stop function, Cycle 
test, Force pre-selection 
for non-destructive testing

Break-stop function, Cycle 
test, Force pre-selection 
for non-destructive testing, 
Repeat testing between 
two positions

FTM ATM

Max. force range 0–10,000 N

Operation Manually via membrane keyboard, 
load carriage feed while pressing the 
button; stop when releasing it 

Membrane keyboard control unit 
with ON/OFF switch and 6 buttons 
for start/stop, fast-rewind, tension, 
pressure, breakage stop and cycle

Speed (with a maximum of 5,000 N) 50/100/300 mm/min 5–300 mm/min

Measured value storage 10,000 measured values

Interfaces RS232
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Tools for cable processing

Cutit
Cutting tool, for precise cutting of copper and aluminium cables.

Technical data

Stripit

Stripping and cutting tools

 
For fine-stranded and solid conductor; useable for all insulations. The stripping length can be adjusted with a 
limiter. 

Technical data

Crimpit

Crimping tools for ferrules

 
Crimping tool for ferrules (according to DIN 46228 part 1 and 4) with and without plastic collars. 

Technical data
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Cutit 8 Cutit 22 Cutit 45R

Max. diameter 8 mm 22 mm 45 mm

Max. cross section (details 
in the datasheet)

16 mm² 95 mm² 400 mm²

Stripit 6 Stripit 16

Cross section 0.08–6 mm² 6–16 mm²

Crimpit F4 Crimpit F6 EN. Crimpit F6 auto

Feature -- Crimp acc EN 60947-1 Feeding from the front

Ferrules 0.5–4 mm² 0.25–6 mm² 0.5–6 mm²

Twin ferrules 2 x 0.34–2 x 2.5 mm² 2 x 0.34–2 x 4 mm² 2 x 0.34–2 x 4 mm²
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ERGO CRIMP

The hand tool actuator is a universal assistance for any manual hand tool. The hand tool is operated by the 
lever. This makes it easy to work for longer periods with hand tools. 

Evolution Series

Mini Applicator

 
The Mini Applicator processes linked terminals with a cross section of up to 6mm². This Evolution crimping 
tool is available in side-feed and end-feed versions. It fits all presses with a T-coupling and a crimping height 
of 135.8mm. It can be used with bench top presses as well as with fully automatic crimping machines.
We deliver the right applicator for almost all contacts. 

Technical data

Restyling Serie

Mini-Applicator

 
The Restyling mini-applicator crimps on-reel terminals with a thickness < 1.2 mm, pitch < 27 mm and wire 
section from between 0 and 10 mm². Mechanical side-feed system for linked terminals to be unrolled left to 
right. Can be fitted to any benchtop or automatic press having a crimping height of 135.8 mm (mounting 
plate to press T-coupling). Available as: left-side-feed (MRS), end-feed (MRF), pneumatical left-side-feed 
(MRSP), pneumatical end-feed (MRFP)
We deliver the right applicator for almost all contacts.

Technical data
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Crimping height 135.8 mm

Stroke 40/30 mm

Pitch < 28 mm

Wire cross-section max. 6 mm²

Terminal thickness < 0.6 mm

Crimping height 135.8 mm

Stroke 40/30 mm

Pitch < 28 mm

Wire cross section max. 10 mm²

Terminal thickness < 1.2 mm
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Z+F Ferrules

Ferrules

 
Wire end ferrules create first-class, solderless connections, ensuring precise, long-term operational 
reliability. 
Zoller + Fröhlich is the inventor of ferrules with plastic collars that are used for solderless connections in 
cable assemblies throughout the world. Thonauer supplies the entire range. We supply ferrules with or 
without plastic collars, from 0.14 to 150 mm² in different colors and different termination lengths, 
assortment boxes, ring or spade lugs, blade receptacles, etc. Our range also includes taped or loose ferrules. 
Z + F is the only company in the world to have had all their insulated ferrules UL-certified since 2012, and 
CSA-US certified since 2002. This not only applies to loose wire end ferrules with a cross-section from 0.14 
to 50 mm² (AWG 26-1), but also to twin wire ferrules and taped ferrules. 
Ferrules and cable lugs from Zoller + Fröhlich GmbH also comply with the RoHS (Restriction of certain 
Hazardous Substances) regulations. For processing the ferrules, Thonauer offers a wide range of hand tools 
and crimping machines for semi-automatic processing. 
We would be pleased to advise you of our extensive range. 

Presses
Mäder is one of the leading German manufacturers of hand-operated and compressed air presses. mäder 
presses are extremely versatile and can be used for assembly, pressing, joining, bending, crimping, riveting, 
punching, gluing and much more. Our presses cover the capacity range from 30 N to 100 kN. Customer-
specific offers on request. 

Technical Data
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Toggle presses Rack + Pinion presses Pneumatic presses

Application Manual presses, ideal for 
assembling, pressing, 
punching, bending, and 
much more.

Perfect for delicate manual 
work, when constant force 
is required.

Ideal for operations when 
constant force is required 
over the complete length 
of stroke.
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Stripping machines for cables and wires

ILC Bench Top

Laser Stripping Device

 
The ILC Bench Top laser stripping device is equipped with advanced features, making your cable processing 
both rapid and uncomplicated. A variety of cable types can be processed extremely cleanly, thanks to its 
high-precision infrared laser rotary cut. Depending on the model, the device accepts a wide range of cable 
diameters. The modern program supplied ensures quick mechanical changes between cables with different 
characteristics and external diameters. The ILC Bench Top can handle the majority of insulation materials and 
the most difficult types of cable, even processing intermediate insulation.

Technical Data

Mira 32

Stripping machine

 
The Mira 32 electrical stripping machine is the ideal entry-level model for semi-automated cable processing 
when hand tools are no longer up to the job. This model is designed for cables used in the automotive and 
industrial sectors that can be stripped with V-blades. The machine, which can be adjusted with rotary knobs, 
processes cables with external diameters up to 4 mm and stripping lengths up to 25 mm. Single cables and 
the cores in sheathed cables can be fully or partially stripped.

Technical data
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ILC-20/8 BT ILC-20/8 BTS ILC-30/20 BTS

Outside diameter from 0.5 to 7.8 mm from 0.5 to 7.8 mm from 1 to 20 mm

Stripping length 3-115 mm 3-115 mm 3-115 mm 

Laser type and strength Infrared CO2, 20 watt Infrared CO2, 20 watt Infrared CO2, 30 watt

Laser cut Circumferential cut Circumferential, 
longitudinal, and spiral cut

Circumferential, 
longitudinal, and spiral cut

Conductor cross-section 0.03–3.3 mm²

Stripping length 1–25 mm

Special features Compact and mobile
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Mira 230

Stripping machine

 
The programmable Mira 230 by Komax is the answer to today’s demands in wire processing with a large mix 
of products. The machine meets the high demands with an extraordinary range of applications, easy 
handling and boosted productivity. Thanks to special functions and its article library, it achieves reproducible 
top quality. It is first choice for multi-conductor processing owing to its suitability for sequence processing. 

Technical data

¹) In the case of lines and conductor diameters of over AWG 10 that are difficult to process, we recommend 
sampling prior to purchase

Mira 230 Q

Stripping machine

 
The Mira 230 Q has all the functions of the Mira 230 plus the ACD electronic cut-in monitoring (Automatic 
Conductor Detector). This monitoring system detects and signals the slightest contact between the blade and 
the conductor. This function can be activated during cutting and/or removal for quality assurance purposes. 
The Mira 230 Q also uses ACD technology as an aid to making adjustments automatically. The cut-in values 
are set based on the measured conductor diameter.

Technical data

¹) In the case of lines and conductor diameters of over AWG 10 that are difficult to process, we recommend 
sampling prior to purchase 
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Line cross-section 
(stripping)

0.03–8 mm², AWG 32–8 ¹)

Max. external diameter 6.5 mm

Stripping length 1.5–46 mm

Stripping length with 
cutting

46 mm - cutting length

Cutting length 46 mm - stripping length

Pull-off length 0.01–46 mm 

Conductor cross-section 
(stripping)

0.03–8 mm², AWG 32–8 ¹)

Max. external diameter 6.5 mm

Stripping length 1.5–46 mm

Special features ACD cut-in monitoring, can be sequenced
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Mira 440 / Mira 440 SF

Stripping machine for coaxial and triaxial cables

 
Rotating flat blades guarantee high-level precision when processing coaxial or triaxial cables.The Mira 440 
can process up to 9 conductor layers within one sequence and guarantees a high degree of productivity 
thanks to additional features such as bar code scanning.

Technical data

Mira 340

Rotary stripping machine

 
Exceptional high-performance due to 4 rotary X-blades. Perfect cut even with critical insulations such as 
Teflon®, Kapton® or silicone. Sequence processing enables stripping of multi-layer cables. Easy operation 
by 5” touch screen. State-of-the-art and flexible. 

Technical data

Cosmic 42R 

Stripping machines for coaxial and semi-flexible cables

 
Highly precise processing of multi-layer cables.

Technical data
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Mira 440 Mira 440 SF

Application Coaxial and triaxial cables, single 
wires

Semiflex coaxial cable

Outside diameter 0,15-9 mm

Maximum stripping length 40 mm

Conductor cross-section 
(stripping)

0.013–16 mm²

Stripping length up to 72 mm

Features Zero-cut, twisting function

Application Micro coaxial wire 

Conductor cross section 0.005–1.5 mm²

Resolution diameter 0.01 mm

Maximum pull-off length 40 mm
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AI 01 / AI 02

Electrical stripping machines

 
Continuous change of wire cross section without tools. Continuous change of stripping length from 3 to 20 
mm; integrated spare knife; full or partial stripping possible.

Technical data

AI 03 / AI 04

Electrical stripping machines

 
Continuous change of wire cross section from 0.05 to 6 mm² without tools. Continuous change of stripping 
length from 3 to 20 mm; integrated spare knife; full or partial stripping possible.

Technical data

AI 2.5–20 auto / AI 16–20 auto

Electrical stripping machines

 
A sensor measures the cable diameter and automatically defines the corresponding cutting depth. Full and 
partial stripping ispossible.

Technical data
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AI 01 AI 01 E AI 02

Wire cross section 0.05–6 mm² 0.05–6 mm² 0.05–2.5 mm²

Max. cable diameter 5 mm 5 mm 4 mm

Min. push in length 22 mm + stripping length 22 mm + stripping length 15 mm + stripping length

Power supply 100–240 V 100–240 V, or built-in 
rechargeable battery

100–240 V

AI 03 AI 04 AI 04 E

Wire cross section 0.5–6 mm² 2.5–16 mm² 2.5–16 mm²

Max. outer diameter 5 mm 8 mm 8 mm

Min. infeed length 32 mm + stripping length 22 mm + stripping length 22 mm + stripping length

Stripping length 13–30 mm 3–20 mm 3–20 mm

Power supply 100–240 V 100–240 V 100–240 V or built-in 
rechargeable battery

AI 2.5–20 auto AI 16–20 auto

Cross section 0.5–2.5 mm² 4–16 mm²

Max. outer diameter 4 mm 8 mm

Min. infeed length 24 mm 24 mm

Stripping length 3–20 mm 3–20 mm
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SC11

Stripping device with crimp option 

 
The SC11 is a stripping device that can be integrated in a crimping station (squeezing machine and 
applicator). With a gentle motion, the SC11 grips the cable, strips it and moves it to the anvil of the 
applicator where it is crimped. The electro-pneumatic drive system is PLC-controlled and allows for easy 
installation, handling and maintenance. The SC11 by Mecal is also suitable for multi-core cables.

Technical data

BERI.CO.FLEX

Stripping head with rotating knives

 
With the BERI.CO.FLEX we present a new and modular concept of a flexible and universal stripping head for 
all stripping requirements. The head is particularly suitable for stripping coaxial cables. Useable in 
combination with all standard cutting machines. 

Technical data

BERI.CO.MAX V2
The BERI.CO.MAX V2 is a coax machine for large cables and designed for the precise stripping of coax 
cables 24.5 mm (0.96”) OD and for stripping length up to 100.0 mm (3.94”). This machine allows an 
operating range unique up to now. 

Technical data
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Wire cross-section 0.035–3 mm² (32–12 AWG)

Stripping length 2–12 mm

Stripping diameter Up to 17 mm

Number of knives Up to 6 

BERI.CO.MAX V2

Stripping diameter 1.0–24.5 mm(0.04”–0.96”) OD

Stripping length 0–100.0 mm

Stripping steps Up to 10
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AM.STRIP.1 / AM.STRIP.2 / AM.STRIP.500

Pneumatic cable stripping unit

 
The AM.STRIP.1 is a universally usable, semi-automatic cable stripping machine for use in harsh industrial 
environments for economical production of small and medium volumes. Its special knives, adapted to the 
processed cable, can process nearly every available cable on the market. 

Technical data

AM.ALL.ROUND

Pneumatic stripping machine with rotating blades

 
With the semi-automatic stripping machine AM.ALL.ROUND you can perform high-precision round cuts and 
strip jobs quickly, easily and safely. Easy stripping of demanding insulations, where conventional cutting and 
stripping processes are not sufficient or even not possible. 

Technical data

Sylade 7 H

Hand-held laser stripping device

 
The first hand-held laser wire stripper in the world. Difficult cables – such as twisted or asymmetrical ones – 
can be easily and reliably stripped with this laser. Its unique feature is its handy design that enables a laser 
stripper to be used in mobile situations for the first time. 

Technical data
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AM.STRIP.1 AM.STRIP.2 AM.STRIP.500

Wire Diameter:Round 
cable,Flat ribbon cable

0.5–15 mm, up to 20 mm 
width

1.0–25 mm, up to 35 mm 
width

up to 30 mm,up to 32 mm 

Stripping 
length:Total,Partial

up to 65 mm,up to 250 
mm

up to 120 mm,up to 
approx. 450 mm

up to 500 mm

Wire diameter 2–24 mm

Stripping length:Total,Partial 5 to 160 mm,up to 400 mm

Outside diameter 0.9–7 mm

Stripping length 180 mm

Insulation material PTFE, polyimides, ETFE, X-ETFE, FEP, etc. 

Standards CE, FDA, FCC, Class 1 laser, EN2812, SAE AIR6894
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Sylade 7

Laser stripping device

 
A laser wire stripper is the safest and fastest way to strip the insulation from shielded and twisted cables. 
The rotating diode laser cuts without making contact and is thus even able to remove difficult insulations 
gently and accurately. 

Technical data
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Outside diameter 0.9–7 mm

Stripping length 2–200 mm

Insulation material PTFE, polyimides, ETFE, X-ETFE, FEP, fiberglass, etc. 

Standards CE, FDA, FCC, Class 1 laser, EN2812, SAE AIR6894
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Cutting and stripping machines

Artos CS 327

Heavy cable wire cutting and stripping

 
Run large cable processing with the Artos powerful Large Cable Wire Processor. Ideal for battery cable, 
welding cable, appliance power cables, multi-conductor cable for signal and power, and other heavy-duty 
cables and wires. Featuring servo-driven, belt feed system and outfeed drive units with a standard dual blade 
cutterhead for crisp, uniform accuracy (3-blade available). Includes a short wire mode for special 
applications. Optional ink-jet marking available. Updatable, intuitive user interface.

Technical Data

Kappa 310 / 315 / 320

Cutting and stripping machine

 
Power, performance and a new type of sensors are the three key features of the fully automatic Kappa cutting 
and stripping machines. Interfaces to pre-feeders and inkjet printers are integrated. Easy to use touch 
screen.

Technical data
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Wire Sizes Up to 300 mm² (500 MCM) - Wire Dependent

Wire Diameter Up to 35mm (1.4") Wire Dependent

Minimum Wire Length (Standard Mode) 250 mm (10")

Minimum Wire Length (Short Mode) < 50mm (< 2") Wire Dependent

Strip Lengths Programmable from 0 to 1000 mm (0 to 40") Wire 
Dependent

Dimensions (L x W x H) Approximately 998kg (2200 lbs.)

Wire collection Options for short, long and coiling collection

Kappa 310 Kappa 315 Kappa 320

Wire cross section 0.02–6 mm² 0.05–10 mm² 0.05–10 mm²

Max. stripping length:Full 
stripPartial stripping

100 mm,999.9 mm

Cable transport speed 4 m/sec. 2 m/sec. 4 m/sec.

Transport system Single rolls
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Kappa 330

Cutting and stripping machine

 
The Kappa 330 comes in two configurations, as a single head variant with a knife line and a dual head variant 
with a double knife head together with the additional option of separating and stripping the inner conductor 
of a sheathed cable. The Kappa 330 also offers other options such as programmable slitting, processing 
ribbon cables and integration of various sensors for process monitoring.

Technical Data

Kappa 350

Cutting and stripping machine

 
The power pack in the Kappa family from Komax, made for large cable cross-sections. Thanks to a clever 
sensor system, when setting up the machine, the cutting losses can be reduced to a minimum. This is a cost 
factor, especially with large cross-sections. With a large number of knife geometries and the option of using 
customer-specific knives, this machine is also suitable for difficult conductors and processing high-voltage 
automotive cables used in electric vehicles.

Technical Data

Kappa 331

Powerful cut and strip machine with rotating knife unit

 
Round, multilayered cables, with and without shielding, are precisely stripped in multiple steps. The machine 
can be changed over quickly, making it ideal for flexible use.

Technical data

> More information can be found at www.thonauer.com 29

Cable cross-section 0.22–35 mm²

Max. external diameter 16 mm

Maximum stripping length:Full strip,Half strip 180 mm999 mm

Cable transport 4 m/sec.

Transport system Roller or belt drive

Cable cross-section 2.5–120 mm²

Max. external diameter 35 mm

Maximum stripping length:Full strip,Half strip 290 mm /999 mm

Cable transport 4,8 m/sec.

Transport system Roller or belt drive

Conductor cross section 0.22–35 mm²

Max. outside diameter 16 mm

Length range 1–800,000 mm

Versions Universal machine with swivel guide, Universal/coax-
machine with split guides
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Iota 330

Cutting machine

 
The Iota 330 is the all-rounder of cutting machines. It cuts through pipes reliably and with ease (belt drive), 
as well as plastic straps, pneumatic hoses, shrink tubing, ribbon cables and much more. The belt drive 
ensures that the material is handled with care. Where high production volumes are required, up to four 
tracks can be operated in parallel. 

Technical data

SM 15 2PLC / SM 30 2PLC

Cutting machine

 
The extremely reliable and solid universal cutting machine has been designed to process a wide range of 
different materials. In addition, Ulmer and THONAUER can also adapt the cutting machine to your needs. 
Punching cut for tubes, foamed rubber, sealing profiles. Shearing cut for flat and round cables and stranded 
wire, shrinking tubes. Tube cut for several tube materials. 
Optional bevel cut blades available. 

Technical data

SG 400 V

Cutting machine

 
The SG 400 V has been designed especially for the cutting of large-sized cables or lateral cuts respectively. 
Multi-core cables are cut to an outside diameter of 26 mm and cross section of up to 150 mm². 
The robust and powerful feeder (as used in the ZG 400 B2) enables precise positioning of the cutting 
material.

Technical Data
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Length range 1–1,00,000 mm

Length accuracy +/- (1 mm + 0,2 % x L)

Maximum admission height 16–25 mm in the center of the belt drive

Maximum admission width 82 mm

SM 15 2PLC SM 30 2PLC

Length range 0,1–999,999 mm

Max. passage height 15/30 mm 15 mm

Max. passage width 150 mm 300 mm

Max. length input 0,1–999,999 mm

Throughput height/width up to 30 mm

Upper belt lift Pneumatic, to a limited extent mechanical
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SSM 60 / SSM 800

Hose cutting machine

 
The hose cutting machine SSM 60 is suitable for cutting closed and slit corrugated tube, PVC, rubber hose 
as well as further types of hose with an outer diameter of up to 60 mm. The use of the guillotine cut (blade is 
fixed in a 45° angle) makes for a precise cutting angle as well as high cutting quality. 

Technical Data

WSM 30E / WSM 60E / WSM 60ESB

Corrugated tube cutting machine

 
Corrugated tubes are used in slit and non-slit versions to protect cables and harnesses, for instance, in the 
automotive and machine construction industries. Tubes from medical devices or white goods can also be 
processed. Precise and reliable cutting at the wave top is important. High cutting quality is important to 
ensure tightness at the contact point.
To do this, a rotating knife is used to avoid sharp edges damaging inner wires.

Technical Data

BERI.CO.CUT

Coax Shielding Cutting Device

 
The BERI.CO.CUT is a highly accurate device for cutting shieldings and braidings of the type found in coax 
cables with multiple layers. In particular high voltage cables used in the new generation of electric vehicles 
can be processed with the BERI.CO.CUT reliably, within seconds and cost-effectively. 

Technical data

> More information can be found at www.thonauer.com 31

SSM 60 SSM 800

Length range 0,1–999,999 mm

Max. throughput height up to 60 mm up to 20 mm

Max. throughput width up to 60 mm up to 800 mm

Cutting head Pneumatically operated

WSM 30E WSM 60E WSM 60ESB

Length range 0,1–999,999 mm

Throughput height/width 7–32 mm up to 60 mm up to 60 mm

Feeding length 200 mm 200 mm 1000 mm

Outer diameter From 0.28” (7.0 mm) up to 0.71” (18.0 mm) 
depending on insulation

Braided shield length Up to 15.75” (400.0 mm) depending on insulation
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Semi automatic crimping machines for industrial 
applications

Dies (example)
Depending on the contact type and cross-section, the right WDT-branded die for hand tools or machines can 
be used, easily and at low cost. The widest range of contact types can be processed in this way, from wire 
end ferrules to tube cable lugs or twisted contacts. Further dies and tool heads are available for almost all 
types of loose contact. 
Technical Data

AM 04 Duomatic

Stripping and crimping machine for loose, insulated ferrules

 
Electro pneumatically driven stripping and crimping machine. Crimp quality according to DIN 46228. Special 
feature: Two cross-sections of any lengths can be processed at the same time. You can switch between 
preset cross-sections at the push of a button. Thonauer can also supply you with the right ferrules. 

Technical data

EHC 13

Battery Crimp Tool EHC 13

EHC 13 Battery Crimp Tool is designed for the crimping of loose piece contacts in small and medium 
volumes. Small and larger cross sections can be crimped in areas especially difficult to access. The 
ergonomic design and wide range of crimping profiles provides flexibility and efficiency to your 
manufacturing environment. The “Quick Connect System” combines the ability to change tool heads and die 
sets easily to provide several industry standard and custom crimp solutions. An additional benefit is offered 
with the cutting tool head, which provides the capability to cut cables up to a diameter of 54 mm.

32 > More information can be found at www.thonauer.com

Set 441 red/blue/yellow Set 66 (D) Set RM 4 CSV 10 - F 4,8

0.5 - 6.0mm2dies for 
insulated press cable lugs

0.1 - 10.0mm2dies for 
insulated crimp cable lugs 
(mandrel crimp)

0.14 - 4.0mm2dies for 
twisted contacts incl. RM 
positioner

0.5 - 1.0/1.5 - 2.5mm2tabs 
+ receptacle for 4.8mm 
width tabs to DIN 46247 
Sheet 2

AM 04 Duomatic

Ferrules

Conductor cross-section 4– 10 mm²

Crimp length 8–12(18) mm
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UP 15

Electric crimping machine for contact processing

 
The WDT UP15 electric crimping machine is the perfect introduction to contact processing. The extensive 
tool head system with the option for customer-specific solutions and the stepless tool head for ferrules 
ensures you will have maximum processing flexibility. The user-friendly touch display enables easy access to 
additional settings and service options. The linear movement with sequence control ensures the highest 
crimping quality. It is also suitable for automotive applications.

Technical data

bt 712

Bench top crimping press

 
The semi-automatic bt 712 bench top model is compelling for its modern technology and sets new standards 
in quality and speed.
This all-purpose press accommodates the use of all common commercial crimping tools. The crimp force 
analyser, in combination with the bad part cutter, offers highest possible production quality. 

Technical data

bt 722

Bench top crimping press

 
This bench top press is outstanding in terms of short cycle times, short changeover and setup times, 
programmable crimp height and the user-friendly TopTouch interface. These features, combined with the 
optional programmable stripper and bad part cutter, ensure top quality finished conductors regardless of the 
machine operator.

Technical data

> More information can be found at www.thonauer.com 33

Crimp Force 15 kN

Working mechanism Linear

Uninsulated tube and crimp cable lugs up to max. 10 mm²

Automotive applications up to max. 6 mm² 

Electrical connection 115 V,60Hz / 230 V,50Hz

Weight 10.5 kg

Crimping force 20 kN

Wire cross section up to 6 mm²

Programmable crimp height +5/-3 mm

Features easy to use, crimp force analyser

Crimp force 20 kN

Wire cross section up to 6 mm²

Programmable crimp height +0.2/-0.8 mm

Features Integrated crimp force analyser, sequence processing
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Crimp Press

Press TT

 
The TT Crimping Press is available either in semi-automatic (for bench-top use) configuration or in full 
automatic (integrated into a cut and strip machine) configuration. The standard stroke is 40 mm, but other 
different strokes are available upon request. The 135.8 mm ± 0.02 mm crimping height allows the TT to 
accept all the mini-style applicators fitted with the standard T-coupling. A proprietary safety cover guarantees 
the operator a perfect view of the crimping zone while enjoying complete protection from any hazard. Mecal’s 
own CFA crimp force analyser can be fitted as an option. 

Technical data 

AM 02 C / AM 02.1 C

Electro-pneumatic crimping machines for loose, insulated and uninsulated ferrules 

 
The AM 02 C / AM 02.1 C ("Compact") is an electro-pneumatic, modular stripper-crimper for rapid and 
reliable processing of loose insulated and uninsulated ferrules of small cross sections. Features: easy tool 
change, short tooling time, quick processing and crimping quality which conforms to DIN 46228.
> Thonauer delivers suitable ferrules as well.

Technical data

AM 03 / AM 03 C / AM 03 universal

Modular stripping and crimping machine

 
The AM 03 series from Zoller + Fröhlich offers different models of electro-pneumatically-driven stripping and 
crimping devices for the processing of loose, twisted pin and socket contacts. The contacts are automatically 
fed via a vibration conveyor.

Technical data

> More information can be found at www.thonauer.com 35

Force 20 kN

Stroke 40 mm

Crimping height 135.8 mm ± 0.02 mm

AM 02 C AM 02.1 C

Wire cross section 0.14–0.34 mm² 0.25–0.75 mm²

Crimping length 6/8 mm 5–10 mm

AM 03 AM 03 C AM 03 universal

Conductor cross-section 0.14–2.5 mm² 0.14–0.5 mm² 0.14-0.5 mm²

Insertion length 36 mm 13 mm 36 mm
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AM 02 universal / AM 04 / AM 04.1

Stripping and crimping machines for loose, insulated ferrules

 
Electro-pneumatic, universal stripper-crimper for rapid and reliable processing of loose insulated ferrules. 
Crimping quality conforms to DIN 46228. The AM 02 CK is a special version of the AM 02 universal, with 
integrated crimp force monitoring.
> Thonauer delivers suitable ferrules as well.

Technical data

Unic-L / Unic-LS / Unic-LZ

Stripping and crimping machines for loose, insulated ferrules.

 
Electro-pneumatic stripping and crimping machines.
> Thonauer delivers suitable ferrules as well.

Technical data
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AM 02 universal AM 04 AM 04.1

Ferrules

Wire cross section 0.5–2.5 mm² 4–10 mm² 4–10 mm²

Crimping length 6–12 mm 8–12 mm 9–15 mm

Unic-L Unic-LS Unic-LZ

Ferrules Single Single Twin

Wire cross section 0.5–2.5 mm² 0.5–2.5 mm² 2 x 0.5–2 x 1.5 mm²

Crimping length 8 mm 6/8/10 mm 8 mm
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CR 03 K / Crimper G / Crimper-LS

Crimping machine for insulated ring tongue and ferrules

 
> Thonauer delivers suitable ferrules as well.

Technical data

SC 05

Electro pneumatic crimping machine for loose ferrules

 
Using the standard built-in Quadro crimping tool, the ferrules from 0.5 mm² to 4 mm² 
(insulated/uninsulated) and twin wire end sleeves with plastic collars from 2 x 0.5 mm² to 2 x 2.5 mm² in 
crimp lengths 6 - 18 mm can be processed without changeovers. The adjustment to the different sleeve 
cross-sections is carried out by turning the adjustment knob on the front panel. No further settings are 
required. Other crimp shapes or wire cross-sections are available on request or by submitting samples and 
carrying out tests. 

Technical data

> More information can be found at www.thonauer.com 37

CR 03 K Crimper-G Crimper-LS

Ring tongue ferrules

Loose On reel Loose

Type -- DIN 46228 DIN 46228

Wire cross section 0.5–6 mm² 0.5–2.5 mm² 0.34–4 mm²

Crimping length -- 8 mm 6–12 mm

Power unit Electro-pneumatic

SC 05 universal

Ferrule types

Conductor cross-section 0.5– 4 mm²

Twin wire ferrule 
processing

2 x 0.5 mm² to 2 x 2.5 mm²

Crimp length 6-18 mm

Crimp form Quadro – Crimp

Special feature No set-up
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ECM 04 / UNIC-G / UNIC-GS 

Stripping and crimping machines for insulated ferrules on reel.

 
Reliable processing of ferrules on reel. Crimping quality conforms to DIN 46228. The ECM 04 is also 
available as a version with a built-in rechargeable battery for optional battery operation, the ECM 04 E. 
> Thonauer delivers suitable ferrules as well.

Technical data

UNIC-GV

Stripping and crimping machine

 
Processing of 5 different ferrules on rolls, without changing tools or rolls. Easy operation via touch display. 
Also suitable for Multinorm ferrules (ferrules with extended collars). This device is ideal where the ferrules 
are changed frequently, as there is no downtime for tool changes. 
> Thonauer delivers suitable ferrules as well. 

Technical data

38 > More information can be found at www.thonauer.com

ECM 04 UNIC-G UNIC-GS

Ferrules

Power unit Electrical Electro-pneumatic Electro-pneumatic

Wire cross section 0.5–2.5 mm² 0.5–2.5 mm² 0.5–2.5 mm²

Crimping length 8 mm 8 mm 8 / 10 mm

Features Easy change of cross 
section

Automatic cross section 
selection

Crimping length 8 / 10 
without tool change

Ferrule

on a roll

Conductor cross-section 0.5–2.5 mm²

Crimp length 8/10 mm
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UP 14 / UP 14 BA / UP 14 Z

Pneumatic crimping machine for loose contacts

The perfect tool for beginners because of its good value for money. Use of all WEZAG die sets also possible, 
with optional positioner. 

Technical data

SSC

Pneumatic safety crimping machine for loose contacts

The patented safety mechanism does not release the crimp if the opening of the dies exceeds 5.9 mm. 
Therefore, safety protection covers are not needed which speeds up the production process. 

Technical data

UP 35 / UP 35 BA

Pneumatic crimping machine for loose contacts

Due to its innovative design this almost maintenance-free machine needs less space. It is light and can be 
easily transported with the provided T-handle. Operation is simplified through the use of the safety foot pedal 
– the hands remain free to insert the terminals and the conductor. No tools are required for easy exchange of 
the die adapter.

Technical data

> More information can be found at www.thonauer.com 39

UP 14 UP 14 BA UP 14 Z

Crimping force 14 kN at 6 bar

Processable cross-
sections

insulated cable lugs 0.25–6 mm², non-insulated pipe cable lugs and crimp-type 
cable lugs 0.5–16 mm², insulated and non-insulated wire ends 0.14–50 mm², 
twisted contacts 0.14–16 mm², non-insulated FASTON flat plugs 0.14–6 mm², non-
insulated pipe cable lugs and butt connectors 1.0–6.0 mm²

Special feature Standard Automatic contact 
retaining system 

With compulsory 
sequence control

Crimping force max. 35 kN at 6 bar

Features Safety mechanism

UP 35 UP 35 BA

Crimping force 35 kN at 6 bar

Features -- Automatic contact holding system 
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UP 60

Pneumatic crimping machine for loose contacts

Powerful universal machine. Features: safety foot pedal offers short cycle time; tool-less die set exchange; 
integrated LED Illumination; integrated counter.

Technical data

UP 65 

Hydraulic crimp machine for loose contacts

 
The UP 65 hydraulic benchtop crimp machine offers even more power for processing loose electrical 
contacts of up to 400 mm². Owing to the newly-developed, integrated hydraulic unit, the machine is space-
saving, quiet and easy to install. The machine is flexibly usable, since it has to be connected only electrically. 

Technical data

UP 150

Hydraulic table crimping machine

 
The UP 150 is a real space saver thanks to its integrated hydraulic power unit. This powerful machine makes 
the processing of large cross-sectional areas easy. One highlight is its integrated crimp force monitoring 
system, which always gives the right result. This table crimping machine also allows the crimping range and 
stroke to be set individually.

Technical data

Splicing Machine
The flexible Exmore splicing machines make it possible to manufacture perfect and efficient connections. In 
one processing step the necessary piece of the continuous splice band is cut off without waste, the cut piece 
is formed and the connecting components are crimped to a durable and reliable crimping connection using 
the pre-formed piece of the splice band. These splice bands are made in a wide range of materials/alloys, 
sizes and profiles.

40 > More information can be found at www.thonauer.com

Crimping force max. 75 kN at 6 bar

Opening dimensions Stroke min. 6–32 mm

Max. crimp force 150 kN

Max. stroke 40 mm

Features Electronic counter, 30-program disk space, 
Programmable crimping height, Die sets are easy to 
change

Crimp force 150 kN

Special features Integrated crimp force monitoring, tool-free quick-
change adapter
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ACS 2000

Splicing machine 

 
The ACS 2000 splicing device is characterized by its ease of use, accurate workmanship and top-notch price-
performance ratio. The high number of different tool sizes allows for nearly unlimited variations in terms of 
connections. Fast retooling minimizes setup times, costs for spare parts and maintenance.

Technical data

> More information can be found at www.thonauer.com 41

Crimp force 10 kN

Lift 30 mm

Splicing tape width 2 mm, 4 mm, 6 mm

Max. splicing tap length 19 mm
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Fully automatic machines for cable processing

Gamma 255

Fully automatic crimping machine

 
The Gamma 255 is specially designed to crimp small cross section and short cable lengths. No matter what 
the task, from double side crimping to twisting, fluxing and tinning, the Gamma 255 carries it out with 
compelling process control and minimal changeover times. In spite of its compactness, this device has fully 
integrated quality-monitoring and feed systems as part of its standard equipment. 

Technical Data

Gamma 450

Fully automated crimping machine

 
The combination of simplicity, functionality, efficiency and process reliability, along with a high output on 
minimal floorspace, make this fully automatic crimping machine a sure-fire investment in terms of an 
excellent cost/performance ratio.Equipped with all standard quality tools from Komax, it ensures a high level 
of stability and monitoring.

Technical Data

Alpha 560

Fully automated crimping machine

 
The most powerful crimping machine from Komax is impressive thanks to its high-quality processing of 
large contacts and sleeves.Wire cross sections of up to 16 mm2 can be processed on the Alpha 560.Thanks 
to the HMI, operating the machine is child’s play; all high-quality tools are also integrated with ease.

Technical Data
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Wire cross section 0.0123–2.5 mm² (AWG36–AWG14)

Length range 15–10,000 mm

Stripping lengths 0.1–15 mm

Wire cross section 0.13-4 mm²

Crimp force 1-22 kN

Number of stations 4

Wire cross-section 2.5 – 16 mm2

Crimp force 1 – 50 kN

Number of stations 4
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Alpha 477

Fully automatic crimping machine

 
The Alpha 477 fully automatic double crimping machine allows you to process two different wires 
simultaneously to produce your choice of double crimp or single wires. With four processing stations at the 
lead termination and two at the trailing end, you have a large number of possible processes at your 
command. 

Technical data

Alpha 530

Fully automatic crimping machine

The Alpha 530 is a fully automatic crimping machine for one and two-sided crimping and seal loading. The 
machine is optimized for fast setup and conversion times, thus increasing your productivity. Crimp force 
monitoring CFA+ is standard. QC options, such as automatic conductor detection (ACD) and strip quality 
check (SQC), can be retrofitted and satisfy the highest quality requirements. 

Technical Data

Alpha 550

Fully automatic crimping machine

 
The Alpha 550, the newest latest fully automatic crimping machine for two-sided crimping and seal loading, 
fulfils your requirements towards for productivity, flexibility, and quality. 
At Features high speed for top maximum unit cost performanceUltra-fast conversion for maximum 
productivityFirst-time-right setup approach for almost no rejectsRobust system and versatile optionsQuality 
control at its best

Technical data
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Wire cross section 0.22–4 mm² (AWG24–AWG12),Optional from 0.13 
mm² (AWG26),Double crimp (cable A+B) < 6 mm²

Length range 60–80,000 mm (optional 35–80,000 mm)

Stripping lengths Both ends: 0.1–35 mm

Wire cross sections 0.13–6 mm²

Wire draw-in speed max. 9 m/sec.

Crimp force 1–22 kN

Wire cross sections 0.13–6 mm² (AWG 26–10), optional 10 mm² (AWG 8)

Wire draw-in speed up to 12 m/sec.

Crimp force 1–22 kN
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bt 188 T / bt 288

Semi-automatic twisting machines

 
Twisting two, three or even four wires is so easy with the bt 188 T. With the precise multi-conductor twisting 
option, three or four conductors can be twisted perfectly with no pitch errors. As with twisted pairs, the 
result is a uniform pitch length with high reproducibility over the entire twisted length of the cable. 

Technical data

Sigma 688 ST

Fully automatic twisting machine, including end securing

 
With the Sigma 688 ST, Komax offers its customers the option of fully automatic crimping of wires, fitting 
them with a sleeve, twisting them and additionally securing the open end.This meets OEM requirements for 
fully automatic UTP wire production.

Technical data

Untwister
This semi-automatic un-twisting machine offers high production efficiency in combination with perfect 
processing quality. It is also easy to operate, attractively priced and guarantees accurate performance. With 
its compact dimensions, it can be placed on any bench top hardly taking up any space. The intuitive software 
(touchscreen operated) enables you to save the un-twisting parameters.

Technical data
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bt 188 T bt 288

Wire cross section 2 × 0.08 to 2 × 4 mm² (Optional: 3 or 4 wires)

Pitch length 8–50 mm

Twisted length from 300 mm to 12 metres in 3-metre steps

Twisting lines per machine 1 2

Wire cross-section 2 x 0.22 – 2.5 mm2

Lay length 5 – 80 mm

Finished twisted length 700 – 10,000 mm

Open cable ends 15 – 125 mm

Max. cable diameter 2x1 mm² (2 x 17 AWG)

Min. cable diameter 2 x 0.15 mm² (2 x 26 AWG)

Max. twisted length 100mm (3.94”)

Min. twisted length 17 mm (0.67”)
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Zeta 640 / 650

Fully automatic cable assembly machine 

 
Different cables and contacts are processed automatically without having to change over. This makes batch 
size 1 possible without any special effort. The manufacturing time is reduced by up to 50 % compared to 
traditional manual methods. A consistent data flow from the planning software to production reduces errors 
and increases cost-effectiveness. 
At the end you get the cables you require in the correct order with the desired marking, and bundled ready 
for further processing. 

Technical data

Zeta 630

Harness Manufacturing Zeta

 
The Zeta 630 makes switchboard construction efficient and just in time. Thanks to the economical 
automation process, cable assembly is highly productive, starting with batch size 1. Automated processes 
and lot or sequential production without retooling shorten production times by up to 50 percent. The 
automatic wire changer provides up to 36 different lines, and the CM 1/5 GS module processes up to five 
different wire end ferrules. The reliable, fully automated production ensures consistent high quality. 

Technical data

DLW – Digital Lean Wiring

Software for switch cabinet construction

 
With an efficient data processing, the DLW (digital lean wiring) software from Komax provides automation in 
switch cabinet construction. This means that a significant amount of time is saved in comparison to manual 
manufacturing, even with a batch size of 1.
Compared to conventional ECAD systems, the usage does not cause any cost-intensive maintenance of the 
components since the cable length can be determined by virtual wiring. It can be done by means of a 
photograph of the cabinet or a 2-D drawing. Existing data can easily be imported. Alternatively, Komax offers 
a camera for photographic dimensioning with a round shot in several individual images. The images are then 
put together into a dimensionally accurate overall picture and imported into the DLW.
The DLW also features an easy-to-handle user interface with touch screen. The DLW Viewer guides the 
operating staff through the entire wiring path, allowing even less specialized personnel to perform this step. 
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Zeta 640 Zeta 650

Number of stations / with expansion 5 / 10 8 / 13

Number of cables 36

Process modules Crimping, fitting seals, twisting, tinning, sleeve loading, double gripper, 
ferrules, MIL crimping, welding, ultrasonic compaction

Quality assurance Integrated crimp height and pull-out force measurement, crimp force 
monitoring, splice detection, incision monitoring, material change 
detection and material verification, Seal position monitoring, contact end 
detection

Line cross-sections 0.22–6 mm² (AWG 24–AWG 10)

Wire changer max. 36 wires (in steps of 6 wires)

Lengths with double-sided 
processing

240–3,000 mm standard trough;240–5,000 mm optional 

Lengths with one-sided processing 85–3,000 mm standard trough; 85–5,000 mm optional 

Number of stations 2
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Omega 740 / 750

Fully automatic cable harness manufacturing machine

 
The Omega 740 and 750 are used for the fully automatic production of cable harnesses that are fitted from 
both sides. Up to 36 different cable types can be processed at the same time. With up to eight processing 
stations, almost all manufacturing processes can be reproduced and cable assemblies can be made 
efficiently without change overs. Marking is automated, using two ink-jet printers. The Omega passes the 
cables to a connected block loader fully automatically. With many improvements such as optical monitoring, 
a larger carrier plate and much more, it can now even fit the smallest connector housings or other 
components, fault-free. 

Technical data

Wire-XL / Wire-XXL

Multi Connection Machine

 
The Wire-XL / Wire-XXL can be equipped with a wide variety of modules for the following processes: 
Stripping multi-conductor cable, shrinking of contacts and sensors, compacting, welding, fluxing-soldering, 
splicing, housing insertion, etc. Various modules are also available for quality control, such as crimpheight 
measurement, colour detection, crimpforce monitoring, pullforce measurement, camera, insertion force, 
insertion depth, etc. It’s designed for high volumes in the automotive, industrial and aerospace sectors.

MES – manufacturing execution system

Software solution for the cable processing industry 4.0

The production software jointly developed by Komax and iTAC has been perfectly custom-tailored to the 
needs of cable manufacturing. The end-to-end solution has been designed for the entire value chain – from 
goods receipt through all production steps all the way to goods issuing – of cable processing companies of 
any size.
The production software jointly developed by Komax and iTAC has been perfectly custom-tailored to the 
needs of cable manufacturing. The end-to-end solution has been designed for the entire value chain – from 
goods receipt through all production steps all the way to goods issuing – of cable processing companies of 
any size.
The software can be used for automated planning, control and monitoring of the entire production: 
machines, manual workplaces, auxiliary materials, material flow, resources, etc. Processes can be optimally 
standardized, defective production can be prevented, and the product quality can be significantly boosted. 
This makes it possible to produce complex products in the desired quality on schedule. 
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Omega 740 Omega 750

Number of stations / with expansion 5 / 10 8 / 13

Number of cables 36

Process modules Crimping, fitting seals, MIL crimping, ferrules, ultrasonic compaction

Quality assurance Integrated crimp height and pull-out force measurement, crimp force 
monitoring, splice detection, incision monitoring, material change 
detection and material verification,Assembly: Collision, insertion force and 
contact locking Monitoring 
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Cable handling

Multi spindle automatic coil winding machine
A high speed fully automatic coil winding machine with advanced PC control of multi axis servo systems, for 
winding inductive devices with fine wire in medium and large volume. Applications include relay coils, 
magnetic head coils, LCD coils, transformers, ignition coils, inductors, sensor coils, solenoids, and other 
bobbin-wound products. 

Technical data

E-1200

Heavy duty coil winding machine

 
The E-1200 is a floor standing style winding medium sized machine. This machine is specially designed for 
the manufacture of solenoids and power and distribution transformers from 10 to 1,200 KVA, using 
aluminium or copper wires, including rectangular or flat wires with a special guider. 

Technical data

Foil Winding Machine
The foil and insulation de-reelers are provided with an automatically controlled brake system, which applies a 
constant tension to the materials during the winding process. The winding unit is equipped with a pressure 
roller system and the machine is supplied with two expanding mandrels for the copper foil and two for the 
paper insulation. There are various configurations possible, up to 300 mm width. This allows winding of 
primaries easily and with very short production cycle times. 

Technical data: Custom made

IWM-1000 

Tape Cutting Machine

 
The tape dispenser dispenses and cuts any length of tape. Either on pressing a button or automatically as 
soon as a cut piece is taken. 

Technical data
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No. of spindles (more on 
request)

4 6 8

Wire size 0.02–0.5 mm 0.02–0.5 mm 0.02–0.5 mm

Max. bobbin diameter 100 mm 62 mm 50 mm

Spindle speed 9,000 rpm 18,000 rpm 18,000 rpm

Version 500 rpm 250 rpm

Max. wire diameter 0.01–30 mm 0.01–30 mm

Torque 172 Nm at 500 rpm 413 Nm at 250 rpm

Max. distance between points 1,200 mm 1,200 mm

Cutting length 30–999 mm

Tape width 7–50.8 mm
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ads 112

Wire pull machine

 
The ads 112 wire pull machine is the perfect choice for the optimum feeding of wires from reels, Conipacks 
or drums. Wire is transported by two synchronous toothed belts. Wires ranging from fine to coarse are fed 
powerfully yet gently to the processing stations, as are non-round wires. Changeovers are quick and easy. 

Technical Data

ads 115

Wire delivery system

 
The Komax ads 115 is a wire feed system that can be used very flexibly with Komax automatic cutting and 
stripping machines. You can easily change the position of the linear storage unit to put it in the ideal spot for 
every application. Reels up to 400 mm in diameter, loose rings and ribbon cable can be used on the de-
reeling stand. The quick clamping system allows the various reels to be changed quickly. 

Technical Data

ads 119 / ads 123

Wire delivery system

 
The reel-clamping system is combined with a simple lifting mechanism that allows you to change heavy wire 
reels effortlessly. Convenient setup functions like slow advance and reverse travel make rapid reel changes 
even easier. The powerful motor operates extremely quietly and smoothly. 

Technical Data
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Wire cross section up to 28 mm

Width of flat cable max. 28 mm

Weight of wire reel max. 100 kg

Reels Dia. 600 mm x width 250 mm x core dia. 14–95 mm

Wire cross section max. 4 mm²

Weight holding capacity max. 20 kg

ads 119 ads 123

Wire reel: Max. diameterMax. 
widthMax. weight

600 mm500 mm100 kg 1000 mm750 mm600 kg

Wire: DiameterWire cross-section up to 15 mmup to 35 mm² up to 35 mmup to 95 mm²
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Komax 106

Cable feed system

 
The Komax 106 is an active feed system that is especially suitable for the processing of a wide range of 
different lines at high speed. The feed takes place from loose rings, from cable drums, Conipacks or central 
cable storage systems. The device can be operated both as a “stand alone” unit and in combination with all 
cable processing machines. A compatible interface is available for Komax machines in particular.

Technical data

F1150

Cable feed system

 
The motorized feed system F1150 is the latest in the Komax product range for the automatic processing of 
low-tension cable reels up to 300 kg. The device can process a wide range of round cables and is particularly 
suitable for tension-sensitive cables, e.g. coaxial cables. This cable feed system is highly compatible and can 
easily be integrated into a complete cable processing line.

Technical data

dps 375

Deposit system

 
The variable dps 375 wire deposit system has a mobile frame and active wire ejection for process-orientated 
use. This model comes with programmable batch size sorting, making it the perfect companion for an 
automatic Kappa cut-and-strip machine of the third generation. Wires up to 3.5 m in length are sorted and 
deposited. 

Technical Data
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Cable diameter up to 4 mm

Feed speed max. 6 m/sec.

Special features Control algorithm with self-learning mode

Reels:max. diameter,max. width,max. weight 800 mm, 650 mm, 300 kg

Cable:Diameter,cross-section Optionally 18/35 mm, 95 mm²

Weight 300 kg

Special features Setup system via remote control

Wire diameter max. 35 mm

Wire length approx. 150–3.500 mm

Conveyor belt --
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KA 3000 / KA 6000

Deposit systems

 
These wire deposit units are intended for depositing "over-length conductors“  neatly and extended to full �
length. The KA 3000 deposit unit is suitable for depositing wires up to about 3.000 mm in length; the KA 
6000, for depositing wires up to about 6.200 mm in length. The maximum wire diameters for the two models 
are 18 mm and 35 mm, respectively. With the KA 3000-2 model, two separate batches can be deposited in 
separate trays. 

Technical data

KRI 800-T / dps 272

Coiler

 
The KRI 800-T wire coiler is designed for the efficient coiling of long conductors. After coiling, the guide 
posts automatically lower, and the safety cover opens to allow easy removal of the coiled wire. The KRI 800-
T is particularly well suited to large-size conductors. 
The Komax dps 272 coiler is the perfect choice for coiling over-length cables. With its dual-drum design and 
automatically sliding safety cover, processing is fast, reliable and safe. 

Technical Data
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KA 3000 KA 6000

Conductor diameter max. 18 mm max. 35 mm

Conductor length 350–3.000 mm 350–6.200 mm

Conveyor belt active

KRI 800-T dps 272

Wire diameter max. 35 mm max. 15 mm

Wire length min. 1.000 mm

Inside diameter of coil,Outside 
diameter of coil

250–600 mm,max. 750 mm 100–300 mm,max. 400 mm

Coil weight max. 80 kg max. 10 kg
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KRI 450 / 850 Coil + Bind + Pull

KRI 450 / 850 Coil

 
The Komax Kappa cut-to-length machine guides the cable directly into the winding mandrels of the ring 
coiler via a guide tube. The winding diameters can be individually adjusted. After the winding process, the 
mandrels lower automatically, the safety hood is opened, and the cable ring can be removed. Even very 
heavy cable rings can easily be pushed away flat over a table. 

KRI 450 / 850 Coil + Bind

 
Integration of an additional manual taping device. The cable ring is shifted sideways at the same height and 
guided flush into the taping device by hand.

KRI 450 / 850 Coil + Bind + Pull

 
Integration of a fully automatic handling and tying-off system. The handling system carries out a fully 
automatic taping process and releases the cable bundle in a controlled manner.

Technical data

dps 261

Binder 

The Komax dps 261 binder binds wire coils quickly and gently. Its ease of operation and great reliability 
make this device an ideal supplement for all coilers. The knot created in binding is easy to undo. The Komax 
dps 261 binder is operated with a foot pedal. A high degree of safety and reliability are ensured by the needle 
slide clutch. The Komax dps 261 binder not only processes wires. It can also be used to bind other products. 

Technical data
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KRI 450 KRI 850

Cable diameter max. 20 mm max. 35 mm

Cable length min. 1,000 mm

Inner winding diameter 120 mm 250–600 mm

Outer winding diameter max. 430 mm max. 850 mm

Winding weight max. 80 kg max. 80 kg

Coil + Bind + Pull Optional Optional

Inside diameter of coil min. 120 mm

Coil height/push-through height max. 145 mm

RPM of turntable/speed approx. 0.67 sec./cycle
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KTS 50 Comfort

Tape dispenser

 
This machine is a robust tape dispenser made for industrial tapes with high unwind forces. The tape pieces 
are dispensed in succession or in single-step mode. Up to 12 lengths can be set via touch panel.

Technical data

KTHB Micro

Hand taping tool

 
This tool is the first step towards reproducible quality compared with manual taping. Consistent tape tension 
and an ergonomic motion lead to a uniform slope and wrinkle-free surface.

Technical data

KTHB Mini

Hand taping tool

 
The KTHB Mini is a mobile, electric taping tool for use on assembly boards. This makes it possible to tape 
even longer segments quickly and easily by pressing a button.

Technical data

Braido
BRAIDO machines provide the perfect solution to the demanding production requirements of 
electromagnetic shields and mechanical protection for electrical harnesses. The quality and the precision of 
the braid are guaranteed by the machine's software, which also ensures the complete traceability of your 
operations.

ADVANTAGES OF BRAIDO:
RAPID loading of carriers AUTOMATICALLY set overbraiding characteristics Complete TRACEABILITY of 
production REPEATABLE manufacturing process OPTIMISED Production 
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Tape width 9–50 mm (customized widths on request)

Tape sections 25–9,999 mm

Material any conventional tape

Tape core diameter 1.5" or 1.25", optional 1"

Cable harness diameter 3–20 mm

Tape width 9–19 mm

Rotational speed 120–280 rpm

Cable harness diameter 3–20 mm

Tape width 9–19 mm, optional 25 mm 

Tape core diameter 1.5" or 1.25", optional 1"

Tape outer diameter max. 110 mm
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EasyWiring

Electronic harness assembly board

 
An electronic harness assembly board allows different wiring harnesses to be produced without having to 
make a board for each harness. This eliminates the need for storage of harness assembly boards. 
Subsequent changes in the wiring harness can be implemented quickly. Installation instructions are 
displayed online, thus reducing faults in the manufacture of the cable harness. 

Technical data

EasyTouch

EasyWiring Additional functions 

Touch mode 

EasyTouch automatically detects when an operator touches the cable end. The cable identification as well as 
the routing and pinning information are transmitted and displayed directly to the EasyWiring wiring harness 
assembly board. This makes the operation of your electronic cable harness assembly board even faster and 
easier.  

Continuity test mode

By connecting a plug connector to the test unit, the continuity test can be performed on a single connector 
during the cable harness assembly process. This way, errors are pointed out to the operator who can rectify 
them more quickly. But when you create all connections to the EasyTouch test unit, a final testing of the 
entire cable harness is performed. A comprehensible test report is delivered. It ensures a strict quality 
control. This function makes your production more efficient and boosts quality.

KTHB-SMART 

Benchtop taping machine 

 
The KTHB-SMART is easy to handle, ergonomic and efficient, can be set up anywhere and is small, light and 
compact. This machine is specially designed for short and medium-length cable windings. The KTHB-
SMART is suitable for all commercially available adhesive tapes. The clever design allows working in both 
directions, from left to right and from right to left. The winding head can be easily adjusted to different 
working positions.

Technical data
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Wiring harness length up to 11 m

Screen size up to 86" modular

Tape width 9–19 mm, optionally 25 mm

Tape holding arbor 1.5", optionally 1", 1 1/4", 3"

Tape roll outer diameter max. max. 110 mm

Taping diameter 3–25 mm
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KTR 10 CS

High dimensional accuracy, easy handling and tailor-made options: The KTR 10 CS (Control System) table 
machine offers an ideal introduction to program-supported taping. It has a combined length measuring and 
roll feed system and can store up to 20 production steps. This means that high-precision taped products can 
be created according to individual specifications. Whether simple cable sets or module cable sets for doors, 
mirrors or headlining:the powerful KTR 10 CS impresses with its speed and reliable performance.

KTR 15

When dealing with long cables and branches, optimal handling is vital. That is why KABATEC has developed 
the KTR 15 for cable sets, which can be conveniently inserted into the machine from the front or from the 
side. In addition, the open winding head allows maximum flexibility when long sets are being taped with 
different types of adhesive tape. There is no need to laboriously thread the cable through a closed winding 
head, it is simply passed through the open winding head. The process then starts at precisely the desired 
point. An advantage that certainly pays off when manufacturing trailer cable harnesses, for example. On the 
one hand, these are exceptionally long (up to 10 meters), while on the other, different types of adhesive tape 
are required for indoor and outdoor use.

KTR 10

Taping machine

 
Easy, quick and cost-effective taping solution. It is flexible and easy to use. This device processes any 
conventional adhesive tape. 

Technical data

KTL 10

Taping machine

 
Small, quick and reliable for completing the most diverse taping tasks. It offers a customized solution and 
reproducible repeat accuracy for every application that requires in particular length measurement of 
individual winding laps.

Technical data
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Rotational speed 100–1,000 rpm.

Wire diameter < 20 mm

Tape width 9–19 mm 

Rotational speed 100–1,000 rpm., variable speed control via foot pedal

Cable harness diameter < 20 mm (as per customer requirements)

Tape width 9–19 mm (other widths upon request)
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KTR 160

Taping machine

 
Taping cable harnesses and modules, e.g. door cable harnesses,mirror wiring, battery cable harnesses, roof 
cable harnesses, etc. Taping lengths and feed rates can be programmed in individual winding steps and 
processed in succession, enabling a wide variety of cableharness geometries.

Technical data

KTR 1800
A model that is creating some excitement in the trade: The KTR 1800 is perfectly designed for processing 
high-voltage (HV) cables and cable sets with large diameters. Technically, the machine is based on the KTR 
160 and, as an option, has two different lengths of the linear system: With a length of 750 mm and optionally 
1,500 mm, it is ideally suited for taping long cables and branches. The open winding head is designed for 
easy handling and fast processing times. This allows long branches to be inserted and removed from the 
front. The KTR 1800 was also specially designed for taping cable harnesses that have up to 25 branches. The 
individual taping steps can be visualized on the 15-inch display.

KT 800

Taping machine

 
The KT 800 combines minimum cycle times through high-speed taping with the highest precision and 
contributes significantly to innovation in taping technology. Due to the high degree of automation and very 
short process times, this machine sets new standards in terms of cost-effectiveness for the taping of simple 
and short cable sets. 

Technical data
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Rotational speed 100–1,000 rpm, programmable

Cable harness diameter < 20 mm

Tape width 9–19 mm

No. of visualized programming steps up to 20

Revolutions 100–2,000 rpm, programmable

Cable diameter < 10 mm

Tape width 9–19 mm

Tape core diameter 1,5'' and 3''

Tape outer diameter < 180 mm
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KTB P

Spot taping machine

The versatile and robust machine for spot taping, marking, fixing and insulating. You save up to 50 % 
processing time compared to manual production. This device can be integrated into a fully automated 
process. 

Technical data

KTB E Twist Spot

Twisted cables require a secure fixing at the open ends so that the twist does not unravel. To protect such 
cables, KABATEC has developed the KTB E Twist Spot electric automatic bundling machine. It is based on the 
proven technology of the KTB E PLUS. The KTB E Twist Spot is used after the cables have been removed 
from the fully automatic or semi-automatic twisting machine. Using specifications defined by the user, the 
semi-automatic machine applies a spot tape to fix the open ends of the twisted-pair cables, ensuring the 
highest level of safety and quality. The KTB E Twist Spot is also the ideal solution for processing critical cable 
cross-sections.

KTB 50 E Plus / KTB E9P

Taping machine

Taping of simple and long cable kits as well as complex cable harnesses without length measurement. High 
rotational speed reduces processing time. This device processes any conventional adhesive tape.The KTB 
E9P is particularly suitable for integrating into a production line, thanks to its slim design. 

Technical data

Fully automatic reel storage system "Cable Cat"

The storage system has been designed exclusively for reels and provides optimum use of storage and 
production space. The absence of warehouse pallets allows not only the best utilisation of storage height, but 
also reduces operating costs. Our storage system offers the possibility to connect several production lines, 
such as cable cutting/stripping lines or cable rewinding systems. The integrated double de-reelers make for 
high productivity through fast exchange of cables (within max. 60 seconds). 

Technical data
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Tape width 9–50 mm

Bundling diameter 3–40 mm

Material any conventional adhesive tape

KTB 50 E Plus KTB E9P

Bundle diameter 3–18 mm 1–18 mm

Adhesive tape width 9–50 mm 9–19 mm

Small version Big version

Platform Motor driven

Reel dimensions up to 800 mm up to 1,250 mm

Reel weight up to 250 kg up to 1,000 kg

Reel number from 250 from 300
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Cable reel storage

Cable storage requirements for are well known! They should be easy to build, cost effective and space 
saving. Above all, they should be safe. De-reeling has to work smoothly, quickly and easily. These 
requirements are also applicable to the change-over of the reels. 

Technical Data

OE-VE-10/BA

Coiling machine

 
The task of the OE-VE10/BA is to pull the cable from the drum and the wind it up in precise layers. The length 
measuring system and the automatic cutting function make for a complete system, which is transported on 
rollers to the respective drums. 

Technical data

AS-19 

Manual coiler-uncoiler

 
Easy, manual coiling of cables. By using a built-up measuring unit in combination with the compact shears, 
the entire cut to length and winding process can be carried out simply and economically. 

Technical data
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Work area Customer specific

Realisation Together, we plan the best storage for your wires. 
Then, Thonauer and Nicoletti design the most suitable 
rack for you. The aim is to build a cost-effective and 
space-saving storage system.

Speed steplessly adjustable 0–70 rpm

Diameter/pitch 320–600 mm/50 mm

Max. cable diameter for shears 20 mm, optionally up to 35 mm

Max. cable outer diameter for measuring unit 35 mm

Weight of final product Up to 100 kg
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WH 751

One spindle winding machine 

 
The WH 751 is a single spindle bench top coil winding machine with tailstock and digital control for semi-
automatic operation. This coil winding machine can be fitted with a wide selection of accessories and 
provided with variable drive ratios, and it is suitable for winding all types and sizes of coil including 
transformers, chokes and motors. An all-round performer and highly versatile workhorse. 

Technical data

WH 800i / WH 764

Two spindle small inductor winding machine WH 800i 
Four spindle small inductor winding machine WH 764

 
WH 800i and the WH 764 are high speed, semi-automatic bench top coil winding machines with digital 
controller for winding small inductors with fine wire. The high speed of up to 6,000 rpm enables short cycle 
times. Applications include the manufacture of ignition coils, motors, relays, solenoids and many forms of 
sensor coil in small and medium batch quantities. 

Technical data
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Memory for 999 program sequences, which may be 
run independently or in selected blocks for compound 
windings.

Wire size 0.02–3.0 mm

Bobbin diameter 200 mm (max)

Winding width 300 mm (max) / (700 mm Option)*

WH 800i WH 764

Microprocessor controlled, capable of holding 999 program sequences 
which may be run independently or in selected blocks for compound 
windings.

Wire size 0.02–0.6 mm

Number of spindles 2 4

Bobbin diameter 110 mm (max) 100 mm (max)

Winding width 110 mm (max) 100 mm (max)
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WH 900

Toroid Winding Machine

The WH 900 is a digitally controlled toroid winding machine, ideally suited to the manufacture of toroidal 
power transformers, isolation transformers, inductors, chokes and other toroidal devices of up to 60 mm 
finished outside diameter. The machine can be equipped with either 4 or 6-inch toroid winding heads, both of 
which are available in belt and side slider versions. 

Technical data

TH3

Electronic Tensioner

The TH3 is a floor-model heavy-duty tensioner and is suitable for wires of 0.5 to 3 mm in diameter. Soft wire 
guiding and electronically controlled brakes make this tensioner perfectly suitable for all heavy duty winders. 

Technical data

Special coil winding machines

We can solve all winding problems.

 
Send us your request, and we will provide the appropriate winding machine. 
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Head Type B4 Belt type B6 Belt type S4 Slider type S6 Slider type

Toroidal coil, outside 
diameter (OD)

5–60 mm 8–60 mm 8–60 mm 8–60 mm

Min. finished, inside 
diameter (ID)

3 mm 6 mm 7 mm 7 mm

Max. height 25 mm 45 mm 25 mm 45 mm

Wire Size 0,12–0,8 mm 0,25–0,9 mm 0,04–0,35 mm 0,05–0,4 mm

Maximum spool diameter/height 500 mm/650 mm

Max. torque 12 Nm
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Soldering machines and welding machines

KWM008 Kompakt AC

Bench top resistance welding unit

 
Appropriate for labs and small series. Compact design with integrated welding head. Controller offers a 
variety of adjustment options. Its HV inverter delivers a precise, controlled output current. 

Technical data

Sequential compacting station

Sequential compacting station

 
Compacting allows the further processing of a copper stranded wire without ferrules. The compact design of 
this unit makes it easy to use. The compacting width is adjustable using an electric motor. 

Technical data

M1 - 10/40

DC power supply

 
The M1 Series is a compact and cost-effective DC power supply for resistance welding. Welding heads on 
request. 

Technical data
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Output current < 6,000 A

Welding head Cylinder dia. 40 mm, stroke 5.00 mm

Stranded wire up to 10 mm²

Cycle time < 2 sec. 

Compacting width stepless, up to 3.5 mm

M1-10 M1-40

Max. output current 1,000 A DC 4,000 A DC

Cycle time 10 ms/sec. 5 ms/sec. 

Inverter technology Linear HFDC
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m31

DC High performance power supply

 
The m31 Smart series of HFDC resistance welding power supply is designed for high availability, demanding 
resistance welding applications requiring a high degree of process control and real time data capture. The 
units employ a unique twin loop control circuit enabling HFDC technology to provide performance similar to 
Linear DC supplies. The unique system ensures a minimal output ripple across the entire operating range, 
thereby permitting highly accurate process measurements to be taken in real time. 

Technical data

M2

DC power supply

 
Quick-response welding controller with precise output current. Welding heads on request.

Technical data

DC2013 T 

DC power supply

 
The DC2013T SMART is the first high-performance resistant welding power supply in the industry, which 
combines a integrated database process control and monitoring by means of touch panel with ultra-high 
duty and low ripple 3,000-A-DC output. 
Various weld-head configurations are also available. Contact us for turn-key welding solutions. 

Technical data
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m31-60 m31-120 m31-180

Max. Output Current (A) 6,000 12,000 18,000 

Output Voltage at Full Load 5 VDC 5 VDC 5 VDC

Full Output Duty Cycle 5 % @ 6,000 A 5 % @ 12,000 A 5 % @ 18,000 A

Output current up to 4,000 A

Cycle time up to 2.5 % (25 ms/sec.)

Output accuracy < 2 % of set value

Output 3,000-A-DC

Duty cycle up to 6 % (60 ms/s) @ 2,000 A,up to 3 % (30 ms/s) @ 3,000 A

Output accuracy ± 1 %-a
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Weld Heads

Modular precision gap and parallel weld head

 
The precision ultra-low inertia weld head modules can be used standalone mounted on third party 
application products or may be supplied as bench mounted units. A large range of custom and standard 
electrode holders are available to suit almost any application. Available as integrated weld heads as well as 
weld head modules for integration. 

Technical data

Economic A300 / A400

Soldering machine

 
The economic A300/400 is a universal, pc-controlled bench top soldering robot with three axes. This unit is 
especially suitable for process evaluation of new products or for manufacturing small and medium series. 

Technical Data

Soldering systems
Lightbeam: contactless heat transfer from tool to work piece; selective reflow soldering.
Hot iron soldering: automatic hot iron soldering with robot.
Induction soldering: automatic induction soldering with robot.
> Thonauer can supply the right soldering system for your application.
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Force range 2–500 N

Electrode stroke 25 mm (integrated version)

A300 A400

Work area (x/y) 295 x 200 mm 395 x 300 mm
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Heat shrink tube processing equipment

STCS-SYX
The STCS-SYX is a heat shrink system based on infrared technology capable of processing up to six meters 
long harnesses. The equipment can be supplied only as onesingle main module suitable to process products 
up to one meter long and extension modules are available to enlarge the machine’s production area.

ISAC 14
The ISAC14 (Integrated System Automatic Centering) is a newly developed system to integrate to the 
existing STCS-CS14 to guarantee the centering of the heat shrink tube on the splice. It’s an automatic 
system, developed as an addon for STCS-CS14 and it’s compatible with all the previous versions of this 
model.

STCS-CS14

Infrared Shrinking Tube Control System 

The compact and lightweight STCS-CS14 is ideal for high production quantities. The touch display enables 
convenient operation. Networking is possible via an Ethernet interface. The ISAC14 is an add-on for the 
integration into the STCS-CS14 in order to have the heat shrink tube automatically centered on the sealing 
zone and check whether a tube with the correct length is being used.

Technical data

STCS-evo500TS / STCS-RCM

Infrared: Shrinking Tube Control System

The evo500TS is the bestseller in the STCS Series. It is characterised by an extraordinarily high processing 
speed. The enclosure of the tube leads quickly to a constant temperature around the heat shrink tubing. A 
reasonable result is achieved within seconds. The STCS-RCM offers an additional centering function, which 
pushes the tube automatically above the uninsulated area. 

Technical data 
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Temperature range 300–550 °C

Max. tubing length 60 mm

Max. tubing diameter 25 mm

STCS-evo500TS STCS-RCM

Temperature range 250–550 °C 300–550 °C

Max. tubing length 75 mm 45–75 mm

Max. tubing diameter 20 mm 21 mm

Centering function not integrated integrated
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STCS-MYX
The STCS-MYX is a heat shrink system based on an infrared quartz oven with Y and X axes movement to 
improve the process efficiency and effectiveness.It’s designed with two independent workstations and a 
shuttle oven that moves from one station to the other, reducing dead-time and boosting 
productivity.Optionally, the equipment can be provided with RFID technology for fixture detection to 
guarantee the process integrity.

STCS-RT / STCS-CRT

Infrared: Shrinking Tube Control System

 
The RT und CRT versions hold and position the cable, connector and heat shrink tube. Due to the dual 
chamber, the operator can load and unload one side whilst the other is processed. A variety of products can 
be processed at the same time. 

Technical Data

STCS-PHDir

Infrared shrinking device to work at the assembly board 

 
Easy to use and reliable in result. The device is used directly on the assembly board to shrink the shrink 
tubing. Infrared radiation, instead of hot air, shortens the process time. The parameters can be selected by 
means of a bar code reader.

Technical data

STCS-B / STCS-L / STCS-PHD

Hot air: Shrinking Tube Control System

 
The aim of automated shrinking of heat shrink tubing is to reduce processing time and increase quality. To 
achieve this, our hot air products are a good starting option. They are produced and installed according to 
customer-specific requirements. 

Technical Data
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STCS-RT STCS-CRT

Temperature range 400–550 °C

Heating area 95 x 285 mm

Open sides Product can stand out on 2 sides Product can stand out on 3 sides

Working temperature 250–550 °C

Shrinking tube diameter up to 14 mm

Shrinking tube length up to 65 mm

STCS-B STCS-L STCS-PHD

Temperature range 150–350 °C

Mounting Bench top Mounted on panel using a suction vacuum pump

Shrinking Chamber 15 x 50 mm 15 x 50 mm 80 x 50 mm
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STCS-VM / STCS-BWT

Hot air: Shrinking Tube Control System

The VM and BWT Series with customer-specific product holder enables the processing of several products at 
the same time. This leads to a time reduction of 50 to 70 %. During processing time an operator can load 
and unload the product holder. 

Technical Data

IR Mobile Device (IRMO)
The Exmore Infrared Mobile Device is an Infrared (IR) processing device for product diameters up to 16 mm. 
The Infrared processing appliance allows efficient and reliable processing of the following components: Heat 
shrink tubing, Adhesive coated heat shrinking tubes, Label sleeves, Solder sleeves, Heat shrinkage caps, 
Related heat-shrink materials and products.
An additional Infrared Digital Control Unit IRDC-2000 is required for the operating of the processing 
appliance.

Technical Data

IR Single Shrink Device (IRSS)
The Exmore Infrared Single Shrink Device is an Infrared (IR) processing device to process multiple shrinking 
sleeves in one action, depending on the dimensions of heat shrink tubing and cable. Multiple cables or wires 
can be held in different holders, which gives the Single Shrink Device a wide range of applications. By sliding 
the movable unit between the emitters, the shrinking process is started.

Technical Data

IR Digital Control Unit (IRDC)
The newest Exmore IR Digital Control Unit, is a digital controller with ergonomic design and a clear display 
with touchscreen, for controlling the Exmore Infrared appliances. There are different versions available, so 
that we can offer the most suitable device for every wish or application. Both versions can also be operated 
via a PC, tablet or smartphone.

Technical Data
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STCS-VM STCS-BWT

Temperature range 150–350 °C

Shrinking chamber Customer-specific

Position of hot air unit From the top From the bottom

Connected load max. 300W

Cable length 3m

Estimated life of the IR radiant 
element 

2000 h

Ambient temperature range 0-40°C

Ambient humidity range 15 - 85% r.h.

Cable length 1.5m

Estimated life of the IR radiant 
element

5000h

Power Supply 110-230VAC, 50-60Hz 

Power consumption 10W (w/o Infrared Unit)

Connecting load 230V1 Channel: 2300 W/Ch2 
Channel: 1150 W/Ch

100V1 Channel: 1100 W/Ch2 
Channel: 550 W/Ch
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STCS-BLTTS
The STCS-BLTTS is a test equipment to check sealed splices. Based on touchscreen technology, it can 
perform two independent tests: bubble test, to check if the splice is waterproof; and leakage test, to measure 
the splice’s insulation resistance or current

STCS-BLT 

Splice testing unit

 
An easy but reliable device to test the sealed splice connection by applying a bubble test and a leakage 
detection. 
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Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing
Thonauer offers a variety of solutions for mixing, dosing and dispensing systems. 1- and 2-component 
polyurethane (PU) sealing with low water absorption, high restoring force and a soft surface. 1-
component dosing systems for dosing solutions with tested standard components. Compact and flexible 
2-component mixing and dosing systems for sealing, gluing and potting. Low-pressure injection molding 
with hot-melt molding. We are happy to advise you to help find an individual solution and make a non-
binding offer.

Polyurethanes (PUR), 
silicones

1-component dosing 
systems (glueing, 
greasing, coating)

2-component mixing and 
dispensing systems

Low-pressure injection 
moulding (hotmelt 

molding)
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RAKU-PUR

Liquid sealing systems 

Liquid sealing systems require a distinct groove and a level application surface. They are applied directly to 
the part using 2-component low-pressure mixing and dispensing equipment and expand in situ. 
Beside these basic grades which are shown here, you can get additional, comprehensive information for all 
available materials on request. 

Technical data

RAKU-SIL

Silicone sealing systems

Silicones offer you the optimum solution for sealing, protecting, bonding, and casting components in 
response to your specific requirements profile. Process reliability is ensured during manufacturing, which 
normally takes place on low-pressure mixing and dispensing equipment. 
Beside these basic grades which are shown here, you can get additional, comprehensive information for all 
available materials on request. 

Technical data
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31-3131-1 31-3156

Type 2K PUR liquid 2K PUR liquid

Color black black

Mixing ratio A:B 100:18.2 100:16.7

Viscosity Comp. A [mPa*s] 2,000–4,000 2,500–3,500

Cream time [s] 35–45 30–40

Tack free [min] 5–8 3–7

Hardness Shore 00 40–50 35–40

Water absorption [%] approx. 6 approx. 7

Compression recovery [%] 99–100 99–100

Characteristics Excellent mech. Properties,Tough 
skin,Low water absorption,Good 
compression set

Very soft,Low water absorption,Very 
good compression set at higher 
temperatures

Approvals UL50 + UL50E --

Applications Electrical housings,Lighting Lighting,Automotive applications

37-1201 37-1104

Type 2K PUR thixotropic 2K PUR liquid

Color dark grey dark grey

Mixing ratio A:B 100:100 100:100

Viscosity Comp. A [mPa*s] 50,000–70,000 8,000–12,000

Cream time [s] 120–160 60–150

Tack free [min] 6–10 6–10

Hardness Shore 00 35–50 40–55

Water absorption [%] 0,3 0,1

Compression recovery [%] 99–100 99–100

Characteristics Thixotropic – for free foamed 
sealing systems, High temperature 
resistance up to 220 °C, Flexible to 
-40 °C,Hydrophobic, High chemical 
resistance, UV stable

Liquid – for applications in grooves, 
High temperature resistance up to 
220 °C, Flexible to -40 °C, 
Hydrophobic, High chemical 
resistance, UV stable

Approvals UL50 + UL50E, UL157, UL508 UL50 + UL50E, UL157, UL508

Applications Outdoor, Off-Shore, Abrasive 
environment

Outdoor, Off-Shore, Abrasive 
environment
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1-component dosing systems (glueing, greasing, coating)

ALPHA 6

Coating/Dispensing platform

 
Alpha 6 is the new innovative and compact processing platform for a wide range of coating and dispensing 
applications. The system is outstandingly easy to use and highly flexible in meeting many different 
requirements. The machine is designed as a self-contained working cell that can be used for both coating 
and dispensing various media, together with other customer-specific applications, such as surface treatment 
with atmospheric plasma.

Technical data

Compact cell 
With its semi and fully automatic dosing systems, Drei Bond can be integrated into a wide range of dosing 
technologies. The selection of the ideal application technique takes place after a thorough review of the 
application, the component geometry, dosing medium and your quality requirements. Both classical 
pressure/time dosing systems and volumetrically controlled systems are available in order to achieve the 
best possible dosing procedure. In addition, Drei Bond offers a particularly flexible component holding 
fixture that allows different workpieces to be processed in a very short period of time. 

Greasing, oiling
Drei Bond supplies equipment for the greasing or oiling of surfaces, holes, internal threads or cylindrical 
surfaces. The valves make it possible to apply the media finely, smoothly and evenly and even 
circumferentially (360 degrees). 
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Acceleration up to 1 g (1000 mm/s2)

Resolution +/- 0,001 mm

Coating/ Dispensing section 500 mm x 500 mm

Transport system Standard chain, electric width adjustment
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DB-DS 40-1 A

Pneumatic dosing system with analogue display

- Suitable for dosing of nearly all fluid agents
- Programmable time switch for precise dosing 
- Dosing time range from 0.01 to 36 seconds
- “No drop” vacuum holding functionality to prevent dripping of low viscosity agents
- Save handling by manual operated dosing process
- Manual or timed dosingOperation by hand or foot switch
- Analogue display

Technical data

DB-DS 50-1 D

Pneumatic dosing system with digital display

- Suitable for dosing of nearly all fluid agents
- Precise dosing in the time range from 0.01 to 36 seconds programmable
- “No drop” vacuum holding functionality to prevent dripping of low viscosity agents
- Save handling by manual operated dosing process
- Manual or timed dosingOperation by hand or foot switch
- Digital display

Technical data
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Dosing speed > 100 shots per minute

Input pressure 1–7 bar

Output pressure 0.1–7 bar

Min. dosage volume 0.005 ml

Dimensions H x D x W 70 x 210 x 241 mm

Dispensing valves 1

Dosing speed > 100 shots per minute

Input pressure 1–7 bar

Output pressure 0.1–7 bar

Min. dosage volume 0.005 ml

Dimensions H x D x W 70 x 210 x 241 mm

Dispensing valves 1
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Adhesives

Adhesives

 
The range of adhesives includes cyanoacrylates, silicones, anaerobic and UV light curing adhesives as well 
as epoxides. In addition, we deliver activators, cleaners and sealant removers. There is a great diversity of 
applications such as surface seals, thread sealants and screw adhesives. We will gladly advise you in 
selecting the right adhesive for your application.

Epoxy adhesives

Epoxy resin adhesives are used when high strengths are required. The structural bondings often replace 
conventional mechanical connections. Epoxides enable highly durable bonding of a diverse range of material 
combinations. 

Technical data

Cyanoacrylate adhesives

Cyanoacrylate adhesives are instant adhesives (commonly known as superglue), which are characterized 
primarily by their curing speed – generally within seconds. They can be used for sealing and bonding almost 
all materials and are particularly suited for small and medium-sized areas. Drei Bond also offers specific 
products for materials which are difficult to bond, such as Teflon. 

Technical data
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7130-2 7568-1 8544

Colour Ivory Ivory Colourless

Viscosity [MPas] 15,000–25,000 80,000–200,000 10–24

Temperature [°C] -40 to +180 -40 to +180 -40 to +80

Characteristics Construction 
adhesive,Excellent 
adhesion to metal 
surfaces,Excellent 
mechanical properties in 
cured state

Construction 
adhesive,High 
viscosity,Low 
thixotropy,Typ. curing 
temp. 120 °C

2K,Not suitable for PE, PP 
and PTFE,Good chemical 
resistance

4041 4027 4061

Colour Colourless Colourless Colourless

Viscosity [MPas] 5–10 1,200–2,000 10–20

Temperature [°C] -50 to +80 -50 to +80 -50 to +80

Characteristics Low viscosity,Quick initial 
curing also for difficult 
bonding situations

High viscosity,Very good 
gap filling capacity,Slightly 
delayed initial curing 
enables mounting 
corrections

Odourless,No blooming 
effect,No labelling 
necessary
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2-component mixing and dispensing systems

2-K-DOS

Mixing and dispensing system

 
This mixing and dispensing system delivers 2-component material and adhesives based on polyurethane, 
epoxy and silicone quickly and accurately. 

Technical data

HOBBO-DOS

Hobbok dosing system

 
HOBBO-DOS is a device with which the two components A and B from the two containers on the ground 
below – HOBBOK – are directly conveyed into the 2-K-DOS mixing and dosing device. 

Technical data

ROBO-DOS

3-axis working table

 
The ROBO-DOS in combination with the mixing and dosing system 2-K-DOS forms a robot system for fully 
automatic dispensing and application of electronic assemblies, sensors, seal tracks, etc. 

Technical data
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Mixing range 1:1 to 1:10

Flow rate 20–1,000 g/min

Mixing system static

Flow rate max. 1,000 ml/min depending on the potting 
compound

Viscosity max. 40,000 mPas

Work area from 40 x 30 to 100 x 60 cm

Max. speed 50 mm/sec.
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LIN-DOS S

Linear unit

LIN-DOS is a three axis linear unit for the automatic sealing of rails, in particular LED strip light, in 
combination with the mixing and dispensing units 2-K-DOS or 2 K MiniDOS. 

Technical data 

DC-CNC 250

Workbench dosing cell

Compact design and yet flexibleHigh-precision dispensing of small volumes, from 5 mg/dosing 
pointProcessing of highly abrasive 2K materials
Compact design and yet flexibleHigh-precision dispensing of small volumes, from 5 mg/dosing 
pointProcessing of highly abrasive 2K materials

Technical data

DC-CNC 800

Dispensing cell

Compact and flexible - the new dispensing system for dynamic sealing, bonding and encapsulating. Features: 
2K-material conditioning on carriage for easy maintenance; servo-driven high-precision gear pumps; 
integration into existing production lines possible, etc. 

Technical Data 

DR-CNC

Dispensing robot

Variable X-Y-Z strokes enable the three-dimensional dispensing of sealants, adhesives, and encapsulates. 
The DR-CNC is equipped with the highest standards in CNC technology to combine the mixing and 
dispensing system with maintenance-free CNC linear axis. 

Technical Data 
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Work area X: 6 m max.; Y: 50 cm max.; Z: 110 mm

Transportation speed 0.1–100 mm/sec.

Flow rate, mixing ratio 0.02–0.5 cm³/sec @ mixratio 1:1

Mixing ratio up to 1:100

Shot size min 0.005 cm³, max. 5 cm³

Material supply 20-oz.cartridges (600 ml)

Flow rate, mixing ratio, viscosity Depends on installed mixing system

Max. travel speed X, Y = 60 m/min., Z = 40 m/min.

Work area X, Y, Z = 800, 400, 200 mm

Flow rate, mixing ratio, viscosity Depends on installed mixing system

Max. travel speed X, Y = 60 m min-¹; Z = 24 m min-¹
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Low-pressure injection moulding (hotmelt molding)

TM 2000

Handset for laboratory and sample production

 
The TM 2000 series offers electronically controlled hand dispensing devices for the processing of hotmelt 
polyamide. Mounting stand and timing ensure reproducible results.

Technical data:

Hotmelt tools
From specimen moulds in the development stage to highly complex tools with slides and ejection systems, 
different gate techniques or gateless hot runner systems – we equip all of your needs in terms of hotmelt 
tools. The specimens are developed and made by experienced toolmakers and are always provided in 
reproducible quality.

TM 2200

Hotmelt moulding platform

 
The tool holder offers sufficient size for common standard mould sizes with horizontal injection. TM 2200 
with its vertically moving cylinder can be adjusted to many different tool heights. The standard height 
adjustment for moulding head TM 1010 permits the use of different separation levels.

Technical data

TM 2300

Hotmelt process unit

 
Due to its unique, modular layout, the processing unit TM 2300 offers a very flexible and compact solution to 
fit your hotmelt application perfectly. The system comes either with a manual sliding table (to give you the 
most space for your tools) or else equipped with a cross sliding table. Both can work with single or 
multipoint gating. Injection can be done vertically or horizontally.

Techncal data
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Conveying system Compressed air

Temperature control Eelectronic

Operating pressure min./max. 6-10 bar

Mould height 120-240 mm

Melting pressure min/ max.x 5 - 50 bar

Material temperature range 0-240 °C

Standard mould size (HxWxD) 120 x 130 x 120 mm

Clamping force pneumatic 14 KN (6 bar)
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TM 2500

Hotmelt process unit

 
As stand-alone devices, the processing systems of the TM 2500 series offer an ideal and economical entry 
into the hotmelt production of small and medium-sized batches. The freely accessible tool area with its 
maximum room for manoeuvring is particularly suited for the cable-manufacturing branch.

Technical data

TM 2500-TWIN

Hotmelt moulding platform

 
The two units in the modular moulding platform TM2500- TWIN communicate with each other and are 
ideally designed for optimum supplies to both platforms with just one material feed point.While moulding 
station 1 is busy with the moulding process and cooling time 1 after closing the mould, moulding station 2 
can be prepared by inserting the parts and then triggering the injection and cooling cycle. A switchbox TM 
1300 is used to ensure that the moulding cycles are started in succession.

Technical data

TM 2500-3

Hotmelt moulding platform

 
As a low-cost standard version, the TM2500-3 moulding station with tank unit TM1004 is the ideal entry 
level for hotmelt processing. The open design of the mould holder offers sufficient free space particularly 
when moulding cable systems or partially moulding foils or more complex components. The optional use of 
a switchbox makes it possible to operate two TM2500-3 platforms with just one material supply. This results 
in the greatest possible production capacity for one operator with ideal cost effectiveness.

Technical data
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Melting pressure min/max. 5 – 50 bar

Standard mould size (HxWxD) 120 x 130 x 120 mm

Clamping force pneumatic 15 KN (6 bar)

Melting pressure min/ max. 5 – 100 bar

Standard mould size (HxWxD) 120 x 130 x 120 mm

Melting pressure min/ max. 5 – 50 bar

Material temperature range 0-240°C

Standard mould size (HxWxD) 130 x 130 x 120 mm

Clamping force pneumatic 1.500kg
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TM 3500

Hotmelt process unit

The processing systems of the TM 3500 series were developed for stand-alone operation. They are designed 
for small to medium batch serial hotmelt moulding.The modular design for several tool holders enables 
efficient production. A set of tools comprises 2 bottom halves of a mould and one mould top half. While the 
moulding process is operating automatically on one side of the sliding table, the finished part can be 
removed from the second bottom part of the mould and a new part inserted. The table is slid manually.

Technical data

TM 4500

Hotmelt moulding platform

The TM4500 moulding station is designed for low-pressure injection moulding specifically in medium-sized 
series.The lower sub-moulds alternate on an automatic sliding table under the top mould. A Plexiglas 
safeguard protects the operator while the procedure takes place. Tool clamping is pneumatic up to a 
clamping force of 1400 kg with maximum occupational safety thanks to the convenient two-hand control.

Technical data

TM 6800

Hotmelt moulding platform

The TM6800 injection moulding machine is designed specifically for coating inserted parts in mass 
production.The TM6800 is designed for processing thermoplastic materials in the temperature range of up to 
250°C at max. 200 bar. The machine offers maximum possible flexibility for the tool holder and can be 
equipped with either a horizontal sliding table for the sub-moulds, the drawer version bringing the sub-
moulds to the operator or with a tooling robot moving the sub-mould.

Technical data

> More information can be found at www.thonauer.com 79

Melting pressure min/ max. 5 – 50 bar

Standard mould size (HxWxD) 120 x 130 x 120 mm

Melting pressure min/ max. 5 – 50 bar

Standard mould size (HxWxD) 120 x 130 x 120 mm

Melting pressure min/ max. 5 – 100 bar

Standard mould size (HxWxD) 120 x 330 x 250 mm

Clamping force pneumatic 14 KN (6 bar)
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TM 1004/1106/ TM 1500

Material preparation

 
Either all the material is heated in an oven or only the required amount is melted, provided by an extruder 
and conveyed to the injection mould.

Technical data

THERMELT

Hotmelt moulding materials

 
To find out the right material for your application is an important challenge. The Know How of our specialists 
will help you. Beside the materials listed below, there are a few specialized materials more which will meet 
your requirements.The full details of all materials like mechanical, chemical, thermal, and electrical 
properties are available on request.

Technical data

Hotmelt molding
If you want to take advantage of the hotmelt process without investing in your own machinery, Thonauer 
offers the opportunity for you to manufacture your product on our Werner Wirth TM 2500 unit. Small 
quantities, prototypes or small production runs can be produced cheaply and quickly.

80 > More information can be found at www.thonauer.com

TM 1004/1106 TM 1500

Tape Melt oven Extruder

Characteristic Easy cleaningWeekly 
timerTemperature lowered when not 
in useTank volume 4,1 l

Quick change of materialLow 
thermal material loadLow 
maintenancePressure monitoring

TM 195 TM 865 TM 867 PAR 1000 TM 950

Max. temperature 
for use [°C]

20/+170 -55/+120 40/+150 -40/+200 -40/+150

Tensile strength 
[MPa]

17 3 6 6 9

Elongation at 
break [%]

630 500 500 210 500

Hardness Shore 
D

56 26 40 30 38

Mass spec. 
resistivity 
[Ω*cm]

1011 1011 1011 1011 1012

Therm. 
conductivity 
[W/m°K]

-0,2 -0,2 -0,2 n.d. -0,2

UL94 
Flammability 
class

V2 V2 V0/V2 n.d. n.d
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EMI Shielding, Display Window Solutions and 
Temperature Indicators
When you need to check the temperature in manufacturing processes, we offer irreversible temperature 
indicators as alternatives to thermometers. Wherever thermometers have reached their limits and cannot 
be used easily, REATEC® temperature measuring strips or points can provide a practical and cost-
effective solution. That is why they belong in a manufacturer’s quality assurance toolbox. Let our experts 
advise you of the benefits and possible uses of temperature indicators in your manufacturing processes!
Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) Thonauer offers a large portfolio of products for the EMC shielding 
of electrical or electronic equipment. In our range you will find many applications for ensuring 
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). A wide range of electrically conductive textile gaskets, full metal 
fabric cords, conductive elastomers, copper beryllium contact strips, contact fingers and EMC lacquers 
(e.g. copper conductive lacquers, nickel lacquers ...) are available. For recesses in housings (e.g. 
displays) that contain electronic components, you will find Thonauer Solaris-Shield™ EMC Shielding 
Windows (optical filters with metal mesh) or Combi-Shield™ Aluminum Frames with metal mesh. A 
specialist is available who can discuss your special requests and EMC problems and come up with a 
solution.
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Temperature indicators

REATEC® Temperature Indicator Standard Strips
The standard strips have been designed for use under normal, clean and dry conditions, which ensure that 
the indicator points do not come in contact with grease, oils, solvents or moisture. Contact with these 
substances could lead to a fake colour change.
The self-adhesive (non-adhesive possible) strip with 10 elements measure 5 x 95 mm (temperature ranges 
37.8 °C to 265 °C).
REATEC® temperature indicators are an important alternative to thermometers. They can be used for those 
applications for which thermometers fail, owing to their size, rigidity, shock sensitivity or for other reasons. 

REATEC® Temperature Indicator Strips, Type P
For use around damaging substances such as water, oil, fat and solvents. 
Ranges P01, P1A, P2A and P03 (20 x 105 mm) are fully sealed, ranges P3A, P04 and P41 (25 x 110 mm) 
will be fully sealed only if the covering adhesive foil is carefully stuck on a smooth, clean surface. 
Type P indicator strips are less sensitive to compression. They are therefore particularly suitable for 
applications on presses, calender rolls, etc. 
Strips with narrow increments are not available in REATEC Type P.

REATEC® Temperature Indicator Points

Mini Individual Points, 5 x 7 mm (standard type)

Available for all temperatures listed. From 37.8 °C to 264 °C paper backed 

Indicator Points, 17 x 17 mm (Type P)

(indicator element protected on both sides by foil) can be supplied for list temperatures of 37.8 °C to 121 °C. 
They correspond to Type P. 

Indicator Points, round (Type P)

may be ordered for customer-specific applications with large quantities

82 > More information can be found at www.thonauer.com
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EMI shielding material

Fabric over Foam, Conductive Foam
Electrically conductive textile gaskets (FoF – Fabric-over-Foam) and conductive foam (CF - conductive foam) 
represent a cost-effective and easy-to-handle method of EMI shielding. A large number of different profiles 
and dimensions as well as customer-specific stampings are available. This type of seal in addition to EMI 
shielding also serves as environmental seal (IP54). 

Contact strips
The contact strips made from beryllium copper are offered in a wide variety of shapes, sizes and mounting 
options. To avoid problems with the compatibility of the material, contact strips are supplied with different 
surface finishes. 

Electrically conductive elastomers
Electrically conductive elastomers (EcE) are available in many different elastomer compounds, fillers and 
shapes. Common variants are gaskets made from silicone filled with carbon or silver-plated glass or silicone 
foam with a silver-plated surface. Very good environmental sealing (IP65-IP68) is also guaranteed with this 
seal.

Full metal fabric cords, metal mesh over elastomer
These highly conductive gaskets are available in different material combinations and profiles and are widely 
used in cabinet construction. 

> More information can be found at www.thonauer.com 83
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Board Level Shields

Standard surface mount shields one- and two-piece

 
One-piece standard surface mount shields offer six sides of protection, with the sixth side being the board 
itself. One-piece designs offer economical shielding protection where access to covered components is not 
necessary. 
Two-piece standard surface mount shields offer users the flexibility to inspect or repair shielded components 
without risking board damage by removing the entire shield or incurring tooling costs. Covers snap on and 
off with ease, which makes repair of the component under the shield quicker and easier and reduces board 
re-work. Two-piece shields are available unassembled* and are designed to survive drop, shock and no-rattle 
tests. 

There are no tooling costs associated with either the one and/or two-piece design. 

Electrically conductive lacquer
Metal housings offer the best shield against electromagnetic radiation. Non-conductive plastics such as 
polyurethane foam, ABS, ABS/PC etc. are becoming more common for enclosures for electrical and 
electronic devices. Since these materials cannot resist electromagnetic interference, the function of these 
devices will affect or interfere with disturb other devices. This requires the use of conductive coatings to 
achieve electromagnetic compatibility and shielding. The Celerol-EMI coating contains a high proportion of 
conductive particles for metallization and thus provides a very good attenuation. 

84 > More information can be found at www.thonauer.com
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Display window solution (acryllic glass + polycarbonate)

EMI Shielding Windows
Recesses in enclosures which contain electronic components often produce EMI problems. The PSC 
products Solaris-Shield™, an optical filter with resin hardened metal mesh, and Combi-Shield™, a metal 
mesh stretched over a part, are the solutions offered. 

SOLARIS™ IR S306 Infrared Filters
Infrared filters are used to exclude visible light. Acrylic is the most suitable material for the transmission of 
light in the near-infrared range. 
Infrared filters are broadband filters in the interval of 800-2000 nanometres and absorb visible light and 
ultraviolet rays; they cause a maximum transmission of the display using near-infrared light. The filter has a 
light transmission of up to 96% in the near-infrared range and prevents the penetration of light with 
wavelengths of below 750 nm.

SOLARIS™ optical filters

Acrylic glass

 
Solaris™ optical filters are acrylic glass filters in optical quality, which are known for exceptional optical and 
mechanical properties. The panes are casted in float glass forms. This casting process results in a perfect 
optical surface without distortion of the display signal. More than 50 years of experience and know-how in 
the field of polymerization gives PSC the opportunity of offering you plates with tolerances up to +/- 0.1 mm.

PSC Anti-Reflective (AR) Coatings For Polymer
In some applications like medical equipment and navigation computers display readability is extremely 
important. Displays in these applications must be easy to read from all angles and under all possible ambient 
light conditions. 
For these applications PSC has developed a range of very effective AR (anti reflective) surface treatments, 
which can all be applied to PMMA and Polycarbonate. They reduce reflections to an absolute minimum and 
increase undisturbed light transmission.

> More information can be found at www.thonauer.com 85
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PSC Clear Hard Coats
A Clear Hard Coat is a clear, virtually invisible and very hard surface treatment. The flawless optical quality 
makes it an ideal choice for applications requiring maximum light transmittance combined with a scratch-
resistant surface. It is often used for applications with high-resolution LCD colour displays or any other 
application in which protection of the surface is the first priority.

PSC Non-Glare Coatings
PSC has developed surface treatments that effectively reduce surface gloss on plastic products and at the 
same time eliminate disturbing reflections. This effect takes place without loss of light or distortion of the 
visual light. All colours are transmitted through PSC Mat-Finish without any limitation of the desired 
wavelength region. The surface is not at any time sensitive to dust since the polymerisation of the coating 
material occurs immediately after it has been applied to the surface. This application technique results in a 
uniform non-glare surface regardless of the size of the item.

86 > More information can be found at www.thonauer.com
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Product index
Product Produktbereich Process Producer Page

ERGO CRIMP Cable Processing ZOLLER + FRÖHLICH GmbH 19

2-K-DOS
Mixing and dispensing system

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Fritz GIEBLER GmbH 74

2K Foam Gaskets based on 
polyurethan

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing RAMPF 69

ACS 2000
Splicing machine 

Cable Processing WDT ToolTech AG 41

Adhesives
Adhesives

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Drei Bond 73

ads 112
Wire pull machine

Cable Processing Komax AG 48

ads 115
Wire delivery system

Cable Processing Komax AG 48

ads 119 / ads 123
Wire delivery system

Cable Processing 48

AI 01 / AI 02
Electrical stripping machines

Cable Processing ZOLLER + FRÖHLICH GmbH 24

AI 03 / AI 04
Electrical stripping machines

Cable Processing ZOLLER + FRÖHLICH GmbH 24

AI 2.5–20 auto / AI 16–20 auto
Electrical stripping machines

Cable Processing ZOLLER + FRÖHLICH GmbH 24

Alpha 477
Fully automatic crimping machine

Cable Processing Komax AG 43

Alpha 530
Fully automatic crimping machine

Cable Processing Komax AG 43

Alpha 550
Fully automatic crimping machine

Cable Processing Komax AG 43

Alpha 560
Fully automated crimping machine

Cable Processing Komax AG 42

ALPHA 6
Coating/Dispensing platform

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Werner Wirth GmbH 71

AM 02 C / AM 02.1 C
Electro-pneumatic crimping 
machines for loose, insulated and 
uninsulated ferrules 

Cable Processing ZOLLER + FRÖHLICH GmbH 35

AM 02 universal / AM 04 / AM 
04.1
Stripping and crimping machines 
for loose, insulated ferrules

Cable Processing ZOLLER + FRÖHLICH GmbH 36

AM 03 / AM 03 C / AM 03 
universal
Modular stripping and crimping 
machine

Cable Processing ZOLLER + FRÖHLICH GmbH 35

AM 04 Duomatic
Stripping and crimping machine 
for loose, insulated ferrules

Cable Processing ZOLLER + FRÖHLICH GmbH 32

AM.ALL.ROUND
Pneumatic stripping machine with 
rotating blades

Cable Processing Feintechnik R. Rittmeyer GmbH 26

AM.STRIP.1 / AM.STRIP.2 / 
AM.STRIP.500
Pneumatic cable stripping unit

Cable Processing Feintechnik R. Rittmeyer GmbH 26
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Artos CS 327
Heavy cable wire cutting and 
stripping

Cable Processing 28

AS-19 
Manual coiler-uncoiler

Cable Processing Meccanica Nicoletti S.R.L. 57

Ax150i / Ax350i / A520i
Inkjet printer

Cable Processing Domino Printing 9

BERI.CO.CUT
Coax Shielding Cutting Device

Cable Processing Feintechnik R. Rittmeyer GmbH 31

BERI.CO.FLEX
Stripping head with rotating knives

Cable Processing Feintechnik R. Rittmeyer GmbH 25

BERI.CO.MAX V2 Cable Processing Feintechnik R. Rittmeyer GmbH 25

BMP™41 / BMP™71
Mobile label printer / 

Cable Processing Brady GmbH 12

BMP™61 Cable Processing Brady GmbH 9

Board Level Shields
Standard surface mount shields 
one- and two-piece

EMI Shielding, Display Window Solutions 
and Temperature Indicators

Laird PLC 84

Braido Cable Processing Laselec S.A 52

bt 188 T / bt 288
Semi-automatic twisting machines

Cable Processing Komax AG 44

bt 712
Bench top crimping press

Cable Processing Komax AG 33

bt 722
Bench top crimping press

Cable Processing Komax AG 33

bt 752
Bench top crimping press

Cable Processing Komax AG 34

BT-SC
Bench Top Stripper/Crimper BT-SC

Cable Processing Exmore NV 34

C-DS
Compact dispensing system

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing RAMPF 76

Cable reel storage Cable Processing Meccanica Nicoletti S.R.L. 57

CGT
Manual test device

Cable Processing MAV Prüftechnik 16

Compact cell Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Drei Bond 71

Contact strips EMI Shielding, Display Window Solutions 
and Temperature Indicators

Laird PLC 83

Cosmic 42R 
Stripping machines for coaxial and 
semi-flexible cables

Cable Processing Komax AG 23

CR 03 K / Crimper G / Crimper-LS
Crimping machine for insulated 
ring tongue and ferrules

Cable Processing ZOLLER + FRÖHLICH GmbH 37

Crimp Press
Press TT

Cable Processing MECAL S.R.L. 35

Crimpit
Crimping tools for ferrules

Cable Processing ZOLLER + FRÖHLICH GmbH 18

CT 50 
Universal tester models

Cable Processing MAV Prüftechnik 16
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Cutit Cable Processing ZOLLER + FRÖHLICH GmbH 18

Cyanoacrylate adhesives Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Drei Bond 73

DB-DS 40-1 A
Pneumatic dosing system with 
analogue display

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Drei Bond 72

DB-DS 50-1 D
Pneumatic dosing system with 
digital display

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Drei Bond 72

DC-CNC 250
Workbench dosing cell

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing RAMPF 75

DC-CNC 800
Dispensing cell

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing RAMPF 75

DC2013 T 
DC power supply

Cable Processing MacGregor Welding Systems Ltd. 61

Dies (example) Cable Processing WDT ToolTech AG 32

DLW – Digital Lean Wiring
Software for switch cabinet 
construction

Cable Processing Komax AG 45

dps 261
Binder 

Cable Processing Komax AG 51

dps 375
Deposit system

Cable Processing Komax AG 49

DR-CNC
Dispensing robot

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing RAMPF 75

E-1200
Heavy duty coil winding machine

Cable Processing Ingrid West Machinery Ltd. 47

EasyContrast Cable Processing Laselec S.A 11

EasyTouch
EasyWiring Additional functions

Cable Processing Laselec S.A 53

EasyWiring
Electronic harness assembly board

Cable Processing Laselec S.A 53

ECM 04 / UNIC-G / UNIC-GS 
Stripping and crimping machines 
for insulated ferrules on reel.

Cable Processing ZOLLER + FRÖHLICH GmbH 38

Economic A300 / A400
Soldering machine

Cable Processing ATN GmbH 62

EHC 13
Battery Crimp Tool EHC 13

Cable Processing WDT ToolTech AG 32

Electrically conductive 
elastomers

EMI Shielding, Display Window Solutions 
and Temperature Indicators

Laird PLC 83

Electrically conductive lacquer EMI Shielding, Display Window Solutions 
and Temperature Indicators

MANKIEWICZ Gebr. & Co. 84

EMI Shielding Windows EMI Shielding, Display Window Solutions 
and Temperature Indicators

PSC A/S 85

Epoxy adhesives Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Drei Bond 73

ETM - Serie 
Motorized Tester Models

Cable Processing MAV Prüftechnik 17

Evolution Series
Mini Applicator

Cable Processing MECAL S.R.L. 19
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F1150
Cable feed system

Cable Processing Komax AG 49

Fabric over Foam, Conductive 
Foam

EMI Shielding, Display Window Solutions 
and Temperature Indicators

Laird PLC 83

Foil Winding Machine Cable Processing Ingrid West Machinery Ltd. 47

FT
Manual test device

Cable Processing MAV Prüftechnik 16

FTM / ATM
Motorized test equipment

Cable Processing MAV Prüftechnik 17

Full metal fabric cords, metal 
mesh over elastomer

EMI Shielding, Display Window Solutions 
and Temperature Indicators

Laird PLC 83

Fully automatic reel storage 
system "Cable Cat"

Cable Processing RAMATECH Systems AG 56

Gamma 255
Fully automatic crimping machine

Cable Processing Komax AG 42

Gamma 450
Fully automated crimping machine

Cable Processing Komax AG 42

Greasing, oiling Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Drei Bond 71

HOBBO-DOS
Hobbok dosing system

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Fritz GIEBLER GmbH 74

Hotmelt molding Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing 80

Hotmelt tools Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Werner Wirth GmbH 77

ILC Bench Top
Laser Stripping Device

Cable Processing Laselec S.A 21

Iota 330
Cutting machine

Cable Processing Komax AG 30

IR Digital Control Unit (IRDC) Cable Processing Exmore NV 66

IR Mobile Device (IRMO) Cable Processing Exmore NV 66

IR Single Shrink Device (IRSS) Cable Processing Exmore NV 66

ISAC 14 Cable Processing Mecalbi – Engineering Solutions, 
Lda.

63

IWM-1000 
Tape Cutting Machine

Cable Processing Ingrid West Machinery Ltd. 47

KA 3000 / KA 6000
Deposit systems

Cable Processing Komax AG 50

Kappa 310 / 315 / 320
Cutting and stripping machine

Cable Processing Komax AG 28

Kappa 330
Cutting and stripping machine

Cable Processing Komax AG 29

Kappa 331
Powerful cut and strip machine 
with rotating knife unit

Cable Processing Komax AG 29

Kappa 350
Cutting and stripping machine

Cable Processing Komax AG 29
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KMG
Manual force measuring device

Cable Processing MAV Prüftechnik 17

Komax 106
Cable feed system

Cable Processing Komax AG 49

KRI 450 / 850 Coil + Bind + Pull Cable Processing RAMATECH Systems AG 51

KRI 800-T / dps 272
Coiler

Cable Processing Komax AG 50

KT 800
Taping machine

Cable Processing KABATEC GmbH & Co. KG 55

KTB 50 E Plus / KTB E9P
Taping machine

Cable Processing KABATEC GmbH & Co. KG 56

KTB E Twist Spot Cable Processing KABATEC GmbH & Co. KG 56

KTB P
Spot taping machine

Cable Processing KABATEC GmbH & Co. KG 56

KTHB Micro
Hand taping tool

Cable Processing KABATEC GmbH & Co. KG 52

KTHB Mini
Hand taping tool

Cable Processing KABATEC GmbH & Co. KG 52

KTHB-SMART 
Benchtop taping machine 

Cable Processing KABATEC GmbH & Co. KG 53

KTL 10
Taping machine

Cable Processing KABATEC GmbH & Co. KG 54

KTR 10
Taping machine

Cable Processing KABATEC GmbH & Co. KG 54

KTR 10 CS Cable Processing KABATEC GmbH & Co. KG 54

KTR 15 Cable Processing KABATEC GmbH & Co. KG 54

KTR 160
Taping machine

Cable Processing KABATEC GmbH & Co. KG 55

KTR 1800 Cable Processing KABATEC GmbH & Co. KG 55

KTS 50 Comfort
Tape dispenser

Cable Processing KABATEC GmbH & Co. KG 52

KWM008 Kompakt AC
Bench top resistance welding unit

Cable Processing EKS PETER KELLER GmbH 60

Lambda 240 SC
High voltage – stripping and 
crimping machine

Cable Processing Komax AG 7

Lambda 240 SP
High voltage – semi-automatic 
shield processing machine

Cable Processing Komax AG 7

Lambda 240 ST
High voltage – shield fixation 
machine

Cable Processing Komax AG 8

Laserbox
In-line Wire and Cable Laser 
Marking Solution

Cable Processing Exmore NV 10

LIN-DOS S
Linear unit

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Fritz GIEBLER GmbH 75

M1 - 10/40
DC power supply

Cable Processing MacGregor Welding Systems Ltd. 60
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M1630 Jet
Inkjet printer

Cable Processing Komax AG 10

M2
DC power supply

Cable Processing MacGregor Welding Systems Ltd. 61

m31
DC High performance power 
supply

Cable Processing MacGregor Welding Systems Ltd. 61

M611 Cable Processing Brady GmbH 9

MES – manufacturing execution 
system
Software solution for the cable 
processing industry 4.0

Cable Processing Komax AG 46

MicroForce 70
Crimp force monitoring

Cable Processing Komax AG 13

MicroForce 80
Crimp force monitoring

Cable Processing Komax AG 13

MicroLab 10 
Mobile micrograph laboratory

Cable Processing Komax AG 14

MicroLab 30
Micrograph laboratory

Cable Processing Komax AG 14

MicroLab 35
Micrograph laboratory 

Cable Processing Komax AG 14

MicroLab 55
Micrograph laboratory

Cable Processing Komax AG 15

Micropull 10
Stripping force tester

Cable Processing Komax AG 15

MIKO 
Networking of bench-top presses

Cable Processing Komax AG 34

Mira 230
Stripping machine

Cable Processing Komax AG 22

Mira 230 Q
Stripping machine

Cable Processing Komax AG 22

Mira 32
Stripping machine

Cable Processing Komax AG 21

Mira 340
Rotary stripping machine

Cable Processing Komax AG 23

Mira 440 / Mira 440 SF
Stripping machine for coaxial and 
triaxial cables

Cable Processing Komax AG 23

MK and MS
Mixing systems

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing RAMPF 76

MRO 200
Laser marking device

Cable Processing Laselec S.A 10

Multi spindle automatic coil 
winding machine

Cable Processing Ingrid West Machinery Ltd. 47

OE-VE-10/BA
Coiling machine

Cable Processing Meccanica Nicoletti S.R.L. 57

Omega 740 / 750
Fully automatic cable harness 
manufacturing machine

Cable Processing Komax AG 46

Presses Cable Processing mäder pressen GmbH 20

Printer Ink Cable Processing WIEDENBACH Apparatebau 
GmbH

12
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PSC Anti-Reflective (AR) 
Coatings For Polymer

EMI Shielding, Display Window Solutions 
and Temperature Indicators

PSC A/S 85

PSC Clear Hard Coats EMI Shielding, Display Window Solutions 
and Temperature Indicators

PSC A/S 86

PSC Non-Glare Coatings EMI Shielding, Display Window Solutions 
and Temperature Indicators

PSC A/S 86

Q1250
Integrated optical stripping, sleeve 
and crimp monitoring for Komax 
fully automatic machines

Cable Processing Komax AG 13

RAKU-PUR
Liquid sealing systems

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing RAMPF 69

RAKU-SIL
Silicone sealing systems

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing RAMPF 70

RapidShare Cable Processing Laselec S.A 11

REATEC® Temperature Indicator 
Points
Mini Individual Points, 5 x 7 mm 
(standard type)

EMI Shielding, Display Window Solutions 
and Temperature Indicators

82

REATEC® Temperature Indicator 
Standard Strips

EMI Shielding, Display Window Solutions 
and Temperature Indicators

82

REATEC® Temperature Indicator 
Strips, Type P

EMI Shielding, Display Window Solutions 
and Temperature Indicators

82

Restyling Serie
Mini-Applicator

Cable Processing MECAL S.R.L. 19

ROBO-DOS
3-axis working table

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Fritz GIEBLER GmbH 74

SC 05
Electro pneumatic crimping 
machine for loose ferrules

Cable Processing ZOLLER + FRÖHLICH GmbH 37

SC11
Stripping device with crimp option 

Cable Processing ZOLLER + FRÖHLICH GmbH 25

Sequential compacting station
Sequential compacting station

Cable Processing EKS PETER KELLER GmbH 60

SG 400 V
Cutting machine

Cable Processing ULMER GmbH 30

Sigma 688 ST
Fully automatic twisting machine, 
including end securing

Cable Processing Komax AG 44

SM 15 2PLC / SM 30 2PLC
Cutting machine

Cable Processing ULMER GmbH 30

SmartVision
Micrograph analyser

Cable Processing Komax AG 15

SOLARIS™ IR S306 Infrared 
Filters

EMI Shielding, Display Window Solutions 
and Temperature Indicators

PSC A/S 85

SOLARIS™ optical filters
Acrylic glass

EMI Shielding, Display Window Solutions 
and Temperature Indicators

PSC A/S 85

Soldering systems Cable Processing ATN GmbH 62

Special coil winding machines
We can solve all winding 
problems.

Cable Processing Ingrid West Machinery Ltd. 59
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Splicing Machine Cable Processing Exmore NV 40

SSC
Pneumatic safety crimping 
machine for loose contacts

Cable Processing WDT ToolTech AG 39

SSM 60 / SSM 800
Hose cutting machine

Cable Processing ULMER GmbH 31

STCS-B / STCS-L / STCS-PHD
Hot air: Shrinking Tube Control 
System

Cable Processing Mecalbi – Engineering Solutions, 
Lda.

65

STCS-BLT 
Splice testing unit

Cable Processing Mecalbi – Engineering Solutions, 
Lda.

67

STCS-BLTTS Cable Processing Mecalbi – Engineering Solutions, 
Lda.

67

STCS-CS14
Infrared Shrinking Tube Control 
System

Cable Processing Mecalbi – Engineering Solutions, 
Lda.

63

STCS-CS19
Infrared: Shrinking Tube Control 
System

Cable Processing Mecalbi – Engineering Solutions, 
Lda.

64

STCS-evo500TS / STCS-RCM
Infrared: Shrinking Tube Control 
System

Cable Processing Mecalbi – Engineering Solutions, 
Lda.

63

STCS-LC / STCS-LC XL
Shrink tunnel

Cable Processing Mecalbi – Engineering Solutions, 
Lda.

64

STCS-MYX Cable Processing Mecalbi – Engineering Solutions, 
Lda.

65

STCS-PHDir
Infrared shrinking device to work 
at the assembly board 

Cable Processing Mecalbi – Engineering Solutions, 
Lda.

65

STCS-RT / STCS-CRT
Infrared: Shrinking Tube Control 
System

Cable Processing Mecalbi – Engineering Solutions, 
Lda.

65

STCS-SYX Cable Processing Mecalbi – Engineering Solutions, 
Lda.

63

STCS-VM / STCS-BWT
Hot air: Shrinking Tube Control 
System

Cable Processing Mecalbi – Engineering Solutions, 
Lda.

66

STCS-VMir / VMir+
Infrared Workbench Shrink 
System

Cable Processing Mecalbi – Engineering Solutions, 
Lda.

64

Stripit
Stripping and cutting tools

Cable Processing ZOLLER + FRÖHLICH GmbH 18

Sylade 7
Laser stripping device

Cable Processing Laselec S.A 27

Sylade 7 H
Hand-held laser stripping device

Cable Processing Laselec S.A 26

TH3
Electronic Tensioner

Cable Processing Ingrid West Machinery Ltd. 59

THERMELT
Hotmelt moulding materials

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Werner Wirth GmbH 80

TM 1004/1106/ TM 1500
Material preparation

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Werner Wirth GmbH 80

TM 2000
Handset for laboratory and sample 
production

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Werner Wirth GmbH 77
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TM 2200
Hotmelt moulding platform

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Werner Wirth GmbH 77

TM 2300
Hotmelt process unit

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Werner Wirth GmbH 77

TM 2500
Hotmelt process unit

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Werner Wirth GmbH 78

TM 2500-3
Hotmelt moulding platform

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Werner Wirth GmbH 78

TM 2500-TWIN
Hotmelt moulding platform

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Werner Wirth GmbH 78

TM 3500
Hotmelt process unit

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Werner Wirth GmbH 79

TM 4500
Hotmelt moulding platform

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Werner Wirth GmbH 79

TM 6800
Hotmelt moulding platform

Mixing, Dosing and Dispensing Werner Wirth GmbH 79

ULTIMA / UVM03
Laser printing system

Cable Processing Laselec S.A 11

ULYS Modena
Laser printing system

Cable Processing Laselec S.A 11

UNIC-GV
Stripping and crimping machine

Cable Processing ZOLLER + FRÖHLICH GmbH 38

Unic-L / Unic-LS / Unic-LZ
Stripping and crimping machines 
for loose, insulated ferrules.

Cable Processing ZOLLER + FRÖHLICH GmbH 36

Untwister Cable Processing Exmore NV 44

UP 14 / UP 14 BA / UP 14 Z
Pneumatic crimping machine for 
loose contacts

Cable Processing WDT ToolTech AG 39

UP 15
Electric crimping machine for 
contact processing

Cable Processing WDT ToolTech AG 33

UP 150
Hydraulic table crimping machine

Cable Processing WDT ToolTech AG 40

UP 35 / UP 35 BA
Pneumatic crimping machine for 
loose contacts

Cable Processing WDT ToolTech AG 39

UP 60
Pneumatic crimping machine for 
loose contacts

Cable Processing WDT ToolTech AG 40

UP 65 
Hydraulic crimp machine for loose 
contacts

Cable Processing WDT ToolTech AG 40

Weld Heads
Modular precision gap and parallel 
weld head

Cable Processing MacGregor Welding Systems Ltd. 62

WH 751
One spindle winding machine 

Cable Processing Ingrid West Machinery Ltd. 58

WH 800i / WH 764
Two spindle small inductor 
winding machine WH 800i

Cable Processing Ingrid West Machinery Ltd. 58

WH 900
Toroid Winding Machine

Cable Processing Ingrid West Machinery Ltd. 59

Wire-XL / Wire-XXL
Multi Connection Machine

Cable Processing Exmore NV 46
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Wraptor™ Printer A6500 Cable Processing Brady GmbH 12

WSM 30E / WSM 60E / WSM 
60ESB
Corrugated tube cutting machine

Cable Processing ULMER GmbH 31

Z+F Ferrules
Ferrules

Cable Processing ZOLLER + FRÖHLICH GmbH 20

Zeta 630
Harness Manufacturing Zeta

Cable Processing Komax AG 45

Zeta 640 / 650
Fully automatic cable assembly 
machine 

Cable Processing Komax AG 45
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Q ISO certified

WIEN
BUDAKESZI
BRATISLAVA
BRNO
BUCURESTI

YOUR CONNECTION TO OPTIMUM SERVICE AND QUALITY

Pictures and descriptions include optional equipment. We 
reserve the right to make changes in line with the technical 
development.

TECHNOLOGY, QUALITY AND 
 SERVICE FROM ONE HAND

A KOMAX COMPANY

CERTIFIED QUALITY

Founded in 1988 as a machine trading company, 
today Thonauer is a provider of complete solutions 
for cable processing together with mixing and 
dosing technology. We offer individual solutions 
that meet the specific requirements of our custom-
ers. On the one hand we achieve these using the 
latest machine technology provided by our partner 
companies and our own in-depth expertise. On the 
other, our comprehensive service and support net-
work ensures that our customers achieve consistent 
manufacturing efficiency.

The Thonauer Group has been a subsidiary of 
 Komax Holding AG since 2016. Thanks to its strong 
presence in Central and Eastern Europe Thonauer 
is the ideal addition to Komax Wire’s global service 
and sales network. We provide Komax a stepping 
stone to the East from our location in Vienna.

Thonauer is certified according to ISO 9001 to 
consistently maintain the high quality standards of 
our partner companies.

Thonauer Gesellschaft m.b.H. 
Perfektastraße 59 | 1230 Wien 
Tel. +43 1 804 2871-0 | Fax-DW 10 
info.vie@thonauer.com 
www.thonauer.com
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